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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The waye in which animals allocate ~ ~ S O U L - C ~ B  to the 
potentially conflicting demands of survival and reproduotion 
are refereed to as life-history strategies. One concept 
which has been particularly influential in the search for 
life-history patterne is the concent of r and K seleotion, 
originally prepmnded by Iisc)uthur and Wilson (1967) and 
elaborated by Pianka (1970). Some species have a 
comparatively high reproductive rate and short lifespan (r- 
eelested - represented by the parameter r, the intrinsic 
rate of natural increaae. in equations of Population 
growth), while others reproduce at a much lwer rate, 
provide those few yovng with more parental care, and have 
higher adult survivorship (K-selected - represented by the 
parameter K, carrying capacity, in equations a2 population 
growth). 
For the most part, seabirds represent extreme K- 
selected species. Within this general pattern Mere is soma 
variability in the way different seabird species allocate 
resources to survival and reproduction. Several authors 
(Lack 1968, Ashmole 1971, Nelson 1983) have triad to relate 
this variahilit: among species to ecological conditions, in 
paeticuler food availability. An examination of vithin- 
species variability in breading success caused by acological 
2 
conditions is the central aim of this research. Adult Blaok- 
lagged ltittiwaltes (common and soientifio names listed in 
Appendix A) were sbserved during courtship in 1990 and chick 
rearing in 1990 and 1991, and fluctuations in food supplies 
were the hypothesized cause of inter-ymr and inter-oolony 
differences in oourtship feeding rate, timing of breeding, 
clutch siee, brood siee and chick grovth and parental care. 
This study also exemplifies a central subjeot area of 
bohavioural ecology, that is, an examination of the survival 
value of different behaviour patterns. The optimal behaviour 
fox an individual, in balancing the competing demands of 
surviv~l and reproduction, will depend on the ecological 
circur~stances it encounters (Krabe and navies 1981). 
In general, the conditions for resording behaviour in 
the field are rarely ideal and high quality data are not 
easy to EDlleEt (Aldrich-Blake 1970). As behaviovral 
observations may sometimes involve subjective judgements on 
the part of the observers, inter-observer reliability vas 
a s ~ a ~ s e d  in the behavioural data collected during the 
courtship period. Inter-observer reliability measures the 
extent to whioh two 01. more observers obtain similar r6sults 
vhen mea~uring the same behaviour on the same oocasion. 
FaCtOr6 which can influence the consistency vith which a 
behaviour pattern is recorded are the Zrequensy at whioh it 
O C N r S ,  observer experience, observer fatigue, and ha, well 
1 
each behaviour pattern is defined. Awarenese of this 
Possible methodological difficulty is important, for deepits 
the sometimes difficult conditions of a field mtudy, it 
provides unique opportunities foe observing important 
aspect- of a spasiaer bahavioue and blology. 
observations began in 1990 with the courtship period. 
Courtship behaviour has been the subject of s wide variety 
of studies of differing approaches. Ethologists have 
described courtship displays and focused on the analysis of 
their derivation (Huxley 1923, 'finbergen 1952, Blest 1961) 
and motivation (Koynihan 1955s,b 1958, Bsstock 1967). Theme 
authors have shown that displays have been ritualized for 
a-uni~ation through evoluti~n, and have generally been 
derived from activ.ities that previously served functions 
unrelated to courtship. Analyses of motivation suggest that 
many of the displays sssociated with courtship result from 
conflicting tendencies or fear, aggression and mating 
(Bastook 1967). 
An alternative approach is to ask questions about the 
function or survival value of courtship. Many species of 
~eabird have elaborate and lengthy courtship ceremonies 
which must therefore entail soma coat (Nelson 1977, Daly 
1978), as well as benefits. Although oourtship fesdiw in 
birds has a number of hypothesized functions or bmefits 
(Lack 1940, B r m  - 7 ,  Nisbet 1973, Tasker and Kills 1981), 
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one function may be to increase a remale's Sitness by 
providing her with extra food (Royama 1966, Nishet 
1973,1977, Tasker and Mills 1981, Morris 1986). 
Supplementary rood is particularly important in the Laridae, 
where females lay a olutch with s total mass representing 
almost one third of their body weight (Runt 1980). Before 
egg laying, courtship feeding can also serve to inorease 
mala fitness by contributing to the quality of the eggP 
before they are fertilized. In monogamous species, such as 
Black-legged Kittiwakes, this contribution to egg quality 
could well be a major function of ~ourtbhip feeding. The 
size and type of food items available to males for courtship 
feeding, as wall as the feeding rate, can aFfect the ritness 
of their metes through differenoes in clutah size, egg size 
and laying date (Nishat 1917). 
The courtship feeding study was origirially undertaken 
to gain additional experience before beginning what was to 
be the main part of the ressurch, a study of the "brood 
reduction" hypothesis of hatching asynehrony in Black-legged 
Kittiwakes (Lack 1951, nook 1984). The courtship feeding 
study was successful, but massive breeding failure at Gull 
Island in 1991 prevented the brood reduction study from 
being completed. This breeding failure in 1991 proved 
fortuitous however as it indicated a difference in 
eOolOgica1 conditions from the previous year, providing a 
5 
natural experiment t o  t e s t  how environmental differences 
affeat breeding success. 
I t  was hypotheaired (post hoc) t h a t  variation in 
reproductive success in  Black-legged Kittiwakes was -used 
by fluctuations i n  foon supplies. Productivity was examined 
a t  several stages from egg laying t o  fledging t o  determine 
when birds are most eenaitivo t o  desraaaed food supplies. 
Although no d i rea t  sampling of f i sh  stocks was oonductsd i n  
t h i s  study, it Was predicted t h a t  behavio9:ral and biological 
indices alone would provide s convincing demonstration of 
food shortages. Behavioural differences between 
reproduotivsly successful and unsuccessful p a i r s  wi l l  
demonstrate t h a t  ecology influenoes reproductive success 
throqh behaviour, a menteal thane of behavioural ecology. 
If the reproductive success of a population i a  limited 
by food avai labi l i ty ,  then t h i s  population is placed a t  r i sk  
by environmental changes and f i sher ies  whioh nay lower prey 
pop~lationb. Thus s tudies  of seabird behaviour and breeding 
biology such as t h i s  are important f o r  predicting the ways 
i n  which populations wi l l  respond t o  human exploitation and 
environmental d isas ters .  aecavse seabirds tend t o  food i n  
%he upper trophio levels  of marine food webs and are 
numerous and oonspicuous, they are excellent indicators of 
the marine environment. For example, d ie tary  chsngea i n  
seabirds can be used t o  predict local fishery collapsae and 
6 
t o  provide infomat ion a b u t  f i s h  stocks t h a t  a r e  not 
~ o m e r s i a l l y  exploited (Anderaon anfl Gree. 1984. Rioklefs e t  
a l .  1984, Montaveschi e t  s l .  1988). 
The following t h r e e  chapters aons t i tu te  t h e  main bedy 
of the  thes is  and while general oonslusions are dram i n  
chapter 5, each chapter has been written t o  stand on its 
own. Chapter 2 dor:umentr the breeding susscss during t h e  
study a t  Gull Island and cape St. nary's and includes 
comparative data from previous years. Basic information on 
timing of breading, clutch s ize ,  incubation period, egg 
Volume, hatching and fledging succoss and chick growth ra tes  
818 presented t o  confirm interpretations of kittiwake 
behaviour patterns surrounding murtship  feeding and chiok 
rearing. Evidence is presented t o  show t h a t  decreaaes i n  
f w d  supply have a negative e f f e f t  on t h e  breeding sus=ene 
of kittiwakes. (Henmeforth "kittiwakes" w i l l  r e f e r  t o  Blaok- 
legged Kittiwakes, as distinguished from Red-legged 
Kittiwakes. ) 
chapter 3 focuses on inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y ,  a 
crucia l  msthodologisal issue i n  the col lec t ion  of 
behavioural data. This examination of inter-observer 
r e l i a b i l i t y  was carr ied  out i n  urnjunstion with the study of 
the functional significance of courtship feeding {Chapter 
I ) ,  which provides fur ther  evidence about t h e  importance of 
food f o r  reproduotive Suscess. 
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BREEDING BIOLOGY 
OF BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKES 
AT CAPE ST. MARY'S AND GULL ISLAND 
IN 1990 AND 1991 
1.1 LBBIIUCT 
Tha b r ~ d l n q  biology of Black-legged Nttiwakee ram mrmlned a t  
tro colon1.m In Nrrundland (Caw St. Wary'. and o u l l  Island1 I n  1990 
and 1991. =her. w r a  1nt.r-year and intar-colony d1ff.r-ce. 1n b r ~ d l n q  
.uc.., th. ro1. of rood .upply .. It Inf1U.nc.d th. dlrfsr.nc.. "a. 
kh. locus o* thl. Invsstlg.*lon. Comparl.0". were mad. " l th  pmviou. 
Ilsufoundland mrudi... 
TI, .".l".k. tho Isl.rion.hIp betman fDod av*ll.hIllty and 
breeding suc0.m.. data  war. collected on tlmlnq of bresdlng, cluroh 
.1za, egg mIze, hatshiny sucoeaa, shlck q&h raten and fledging 
.uosssm (Oull Ieland - U Y 107 nests In 1990, N - 154 nest. In 19911 
C m p  8k. Inrye. - W - 51 rmmta In 1990. H - 45 nests  I n  1991). Mvlk 
.t*."d."C. p.tt.m. d"r1nq 1nc"b.tlon and chiak lu.r1ng. ."d OhIOk 
beqglnq and feeding were .lme noted I D  ordmr t o  ..see. t h s l r  
*ffectIvsnse. an Indicator. of focd Sh0rtag.e (cul l  1.1and - 2372.6 
name-hour. In 1990, 1014.3 nmst-hour. In 19911. 
In gener.1, blueding eus0e.s on Ovll =#land warn mlqnlflsan'ciy 
1-r I n  1991 than I n  1969/1970. At cap st. Wary'. a aIgnlf lcant  
deer.... in br..dIw mucoese from 1990 to 1991 rae . I n  apparant. mare 
Ur. f.v .IgnIllc.nt dIff.ronce. I n  brasdlnq muooam. between Cmp. St. 
nary'. and Dull 1.1.~ In 1991, hnnver  l o  1990 food ahorrages were 
leeallimd a. rsprodust lw .ucce.s was hlgh a t  cam St. nary*.. 
part of thm -aeon f o r  t h s  lower braeding ~cc... i n  -nr par. 
on Dull Imland may be an .=panding poprlatlon of Herzlnq aull.. H w m r ,  
11 
.vIdenc. 1. PZ.."t.d t h a t  I. con.1.t.ot with food .hort.q. QsourrIn. I" 
1990 and 1991. at b t h  solonles, tbIw of bz..dInq ram la tar .  thor. r. 
a greater  -nr or non-brm-ding, s l v r d  m~r.. *.re nul1.r. .qg. m.r 
.m.llmr and hmtoh1n.a and d1e.dglng muc. were loumr than I n  prwlou. 
Ye.'.. 
FhC b.h."IOY..l ."ld..~. fox f w d  .hD.tg. (... .Or. ."bIg"D".. 
contrary t o  expsstrtlon, eggs an4 ohlcks wra 1.fr unattandmd l o w e r  i n  
1990, t h e  year with b e a r  pmductlvlty. 2hI. nay be explalnmd by tha 
eff.ct of food Sh0rt.P. on Herring O U l l .  1" 1991 ."d rh..ubug"snt 
gres ter  piadation preasun on klttiwak~.. ~ a r a n r a l  .rt.endans. I. a 
balance herueen t h e  need t o  forage and t h e  nemd t o  protes t  chlckm rrcn 
bad ~ a t h s r  and pradalon.  Ale0 uneip0t.d wr. t h e  hI9h.r chlsk f n d l n g  
rat. In 1991, the year With poor productlvlty, ho*rvar no a.tImata of 
bolus BIZ. urns made. i s  upectsd,  chlckm baggsd m n  Int.nm.1~ and had 
f m r  S Y E S B ~ # ~ Y ~  hegglng bout. In 1991. 
The Y.1.ht Of bl0l.giE.l and bsh.vlour.l.sIden0. .ugge.t. that  
paor ioraglng suscss. va. responBIble for t h e  ..rim. redustion I n  
breedlng nuccese In 1991 an* these fwd shortage. wr. oonfi-d by 
other  researcher. Involved In t h e  d i r e c t  meaBurmm.nt of f1.h .rock.. 
Black-legged Kitxiwakes are small- to medium-sized, 
essentially pelagic gulls vith oircumpolar distribution 
(Lack 1968). They breed in large, dense colonies on the 
narrov ledges of sheer, high cliffs with s range that 
extend- through subarctic, boreal, and temperate zones. 
Kittiwakes form monogamous pair bonds renewed each breeding 
season. They breed for the first time at 3-8 years or age 
(Coulson 1966, Wooller and CoulsDn 1977). The modal clutch 
size is 2 eggs (Coulson end White 1958) and both parents 
insubate end tend young to fledging. The f006 of kittiwakes 
is mainly marine fish and invertebrates (cramp 1983). Chioks 
are fed on regurgitated food taken from the parent's throat, 
rather than from the ground as in ground-nesting Laridae 
(cullen 1957). 
Extensive studies of the breoding biology and behaviour 
of the Blaok-legged Kittiwake have been done in Noway 
(Barrett and Runda 1980. Rvnde and Barrett 1981), Alaska 
(Braun and Hunt 1983, Nysewander 1983, Hatch 1986). Rance 
(Danchin 1986, 1988). the U.S.S.R. (Belopol'ekii 1961), and 
in the United Kingdom in Scotland (Galbraith 1983), Devon 
(Daniels, Heath and Rawson 1984) and northeast Wglsnd st 
North Shields (Coulson 1966, coulson and woollsr 1976, 
Thomas 1983, Cmlson and Porter 1985, Coulson and Thomas 
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198sa, chardine 1987) and in the Parne Islands (Pearson 
1968). AS only one intensive study of kittiwakes has 
previously been conducted in  Newfoundland (usunder and 
m r e l f a l l  1972), t h e  present research was planned t o  address 
t h i s  deficiency and t o  examine t h e  re la t ionship  between 
var iabi l i ty  i n  reproductive success and e s o l ~ g i c a l  
~ o n d i t i o n s .  
The breeding eoology of kittiwakes has bean partitioned 
in to  f i v e  sections: timing of breeding. clutch s ize ,  egg 
s ize  and su~iVOrPhiP,  incubation period, and t h e  nestling 
period. However it i s  important t o  s t r e s s  t h a t  while such 
divisions may be useful,  they tend t o  mask the  t a c t  t h a t  
these aspects are closely linked and nay impose s imi lar  
demands on parent birds. 
As t h i s  research was conducted over two consecutive 
eeasons and a t  two locations i n  Newroundland, it afforded 
t h e  opportunity t o  perfom inter-year and inter-oolony 
comparisons. I n  addition, ~ornparisons were made with t h e  
data obtained from one of these Newfoundland colonies i n  
1969 and 1970 (Maunder and Thre l fa l l  1972) and i n  1988 
(Chatman 1989, J.H. Porter,  pers. corn.'). 
coulson and colleagues (Coulson and White 1958, 1961, 
coulson 1963,1966, 1972, Coulson e t  sl. 1969, Couleon and 
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norobin 1976, Thomas 1983. Chardine 1987) have firmly 
sstablishod the role of intrinsic factors, such as the age 
and breading experience of each member of the pair and the 
character of the pair bond (same or change mate). in 
determining breeding euocess in kittiwakes. consequently, 
the role of an extrinsic factor, food supply, was the focus 
of t h i ~  investigation. 
2.2.1 TIMING OF BREEDING (BREEDING SEASONS) 
~ a c k  (1954) suggeeted that the ultimate factor 
affecting timing of breeding is food supply, and that egg 
laying is timed in sush a way that the period of peak food 
abundance will ooinoide with the chick rearing period. This 
idea has been supported by a number of studies (Newton 1979, 
Perrine 1979), but for some species, Lask's idea is an 
oversimplification. For these speoies en important 
constraint on the timing of breeding is food availability 
for the female when forming egga. Some authors have found 
that clutch initiation was earlier in years or places of 
greater food abundance (Safina et al. 1988, Monaghan st 111. 
1989, Wanless and Harris 199a): presumably theso females 
ware better able to ascumulate sufsisient nutritional 
reserves to begin laying earlier. 
safina et al. (lssa) also found greater synchrony of 
laying in a year of greater food supply and explained this 
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by mggesting t h a t  when food is plent i fu l ,  b i rds  of 
d i f fer ing  f i sh ing a b i l i t y  can a l l  find suff ic ient  food and 
so =one in to  laying condition qui te  synchronously, but when 
food is B O ~ ~ C B ,  s k i l l  differences between hi rds  w i l l  be 
accentuated and some hi rds  wi l l  take longer to build up the  
reserves neseeeary f o r  laying. 
Birds may be able t o  oversoma the  problem of food 
shortages ear ly  in the  season by amassing food reserve= in  
the wintering grounds (Lesser Snow Goose - Ankney and 
McInnee 1978) or by males providing additional food for  
t h e i r  partners through courtship feeding. Nisbat (1977), 
omparing two Cononon Teen colonies, found t h e  mean laying 
date t o  be e a r l i e r  a t  t h e  colony whish he inferred, from 
r a t e  of courtship feeding, t o  have b e t t e r  food resources. 
Courtship feeding w i l l  he discussed i n  more d e t a i l  in  
Chapter 3. 
within a species at a par t icular  colony, b i rds  t h a t  
breed e a r l i e r  i n  the  nesting season or a t  t h e  peak of laying 
usually have higher reproductive success 1e.g. larger clutch 
s izes  and larger  egqe) than do h i rds  t h a t  lay  l a t e r  (Parsons 
1972, 1975, 1976, Mills 1971, Davis 1975, Ryder 1980). The 
number of ehisks fledged per p a i r  decreases over t h e  
breeding season, however t h i s  decrease ar i sea  from 
r e d ~ c t i ~ n 8  i n  clutch s i z e  and hatohing succesm and not 
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eeasonal variation in  fledging success (Parsons 1975, 
Coulson and Thomas 1985b). 
2.2.2 CLUTCH SIZE 
Lack (1954) hypothesized t h a t  t h e  clutch e i i e  of b i rds  
has evolved t o  favour individuals with ~ l u t c h  s i z e s  t h a t  
prodvce the la rges t  number of Pledged ;oung i n  a season. He 
considered t h e  amount of f w d  t h a t  p a r a t s  could bring t o  
the  nes t  t o  feed young t o  he t h e  moat important se les t ion  
factor on olutsh siza. Although Laak's theory agrees with 
the da ta  for  a number of speoiss, Klmp (1970) found 
exceptions where the  most common olutoh s ize  was 80a11e11 
than t h e  most productive one. Lask had not taken adul t  
survival i n t o  account; by laying a s l i g h t l y  Bmaller clutoh, 
adult survival may ba enhanced (Chartlev and Krebs 1974). 
This i s  not t h e  oasa in  kittiwakes, where those females 
which lay larger  than normal clutc\les fledge more young per 
season and have higher surviverahip (Coulson and Porter 
1985). Coulll~n and Porter (1985) f e l t  t h a t  these resul t0  
could be a t t r ibuted  t o  high qual i ty  individuals confounding 
the trend associating higher adul t  survivorship with t h e  
modal s lu tsh  size. Apart from the e f f e s t  of tha  f i r s t  year 
of breeding, there i s  l i t t l e  change i n  breeding suscess with 
increased breeding experience i n  kittiwakes (coulson and 
Thomas 1985a.b). 
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The import.nos of food in determining dutch mi. I. 
clearly demonstrated by a ooaparison of inmhere and offehora 
feeding seabirds. Nearly all offshore feeding msabirds lay 
~inqle-egg clutches, whereas most inshore feeders have two 
to three eggs per clutch (Lask 1967, 1968). Inshore s ~ c i e e  
such as gulls, terns and cormorants are able to make several 
feeding visits to their young eash day, whereas ofCshors 
feeders, such as the procallariifolpee. are able to feed 
their young only once every few days (Lack 1968). The modal 
clutch size of kittiwakes is two eggs rather than the three 
n~melly laid by most other gulls and this has been 
attributed to the kittiwakeln more offshore feeding habits 
(Lack 1968) and to their sliff-nesting habit which results 
in chicks being confined to the nest until they fledge 
(Cullen 1957). 
The time of laying is the single most important factor 
affeoting clutch size in the kittiwake (Coulaon and White 
1961). The progressive dearease in clutoh eizs as the season 
proceed8 is hot solely the result of older, mora experienced 
birds breeding earlier: individual females tena to lay a 
smaller clutch if they breed later (Coulson and White 1961). 
Eoologisal fact~rs, suoll as variable weather and food 
suppliee, also can affect clutoh size, assuming primary 
importance when conditions are severe. Work done by some 
researchers (Bmlqol'skii 1961, Wanlens and Harris 1992) ham 
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indicated that clutsh size is smaller in years or areas of 
rood scarcity, but others have round no signiricant 
differences in clutsh size (Monaghsn st sl. 1989, Roierts 
and match 1993). Safina et al. (1988) found a signifioant 
increase in clutch size in a better food year for Common 
mrne, but not for Roseate Tarns, suggesting some species 
are more limited by fluctuating food suppliae than othere. 
2.2.3 EGG SIZE AND SURVIVORSHIP 
There is a very extensive literature on the 
relationship between egg siee and time of laying. A decrease 
in egg size as the laying period progresses has been shown 
in several seabird epesies (Coulson 1963, Helsw 1966, 
Coulson et al. 1969, Persons 1972, Mills 1979). and for the 
Red-billed Gull at least, timing of breeding has a greater 
influence on egg size than female age (Mills 1979). 
Inoreased egg size results in greater hatching suocess 
(Thomas 1983) and improved chick survivorship, at least 
during the first few days after hatching (Parsona 1970, 
1975, Nisbet 1973, 1978, Davis 1975, Lundberg and vaisanen 
1979, Thomas 1983). In a complex series of manipulative 
experiments, Parsons (1970) demonstrated that Herring Gull 
chick survivornhip, regardlesli of order of hatching, was 
correlated with egg size. In speciea with more than ona 
chick, siee may be critical in providing the chicks with 
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euffi~ient vigour to establish s conpetitive advantags 
within the hewd and to chick sumival during the time it 
takes the adults to switoh from incubation behaviour to 
chick care. 
In Black-legged Kittiwakes, the volume of the second- 
laid, 8-899 is usually less than that of the first laid, 1- 
egg (coulson 1963, Maunder and Tkrelfall 1972, Runde and 
Barratt 1981). although both Coulson (1963) and Runds and 
Barrett (1981) found the B-eggs larger than the A-eggs 
almost 208 of the time. Egg produotion ie apparently a 
demanding process in the kittiwake, with the weight of a 2- 
egg clutch baing equal to approximately 24) of the famale's 
w a y  mass (Maunder and mrelfall 1972 - mean egg mass - 51.7 
9 and mean adult mass - 437.0 9). 
Differences in egg volumes between coloniae or years 
could reflect differences in food availability or quality. 
In some studies of seabirds, egg size has been reported to 
be responsive to food flustuationa (Nisbet 1973, 1977, 1978, 
Gaeton and Nettleship 1982, Pisrotti and Bellrose 1986, 
Verbeek 1986), but others have found no food-related 
differences in eqg size (Morris 1986, Safina et al. 1988, 
Monaghan et a1. 1989). 
Pluctuati~ns in environmental conditions may obscure 
the oontribution of egg size to reproductive success. 
Barrett and Runda (1980), in a study of kittiwakes in 
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Norway, found t h a t  chick survival was indellendent or egg 
volume. They reported high levels of predation i n  t h e i r  
study colonies and f e l t  t h a t  t h i s  fac tor  masked any ef fec ts  
of egg eize. 
2.1.4 INCXJBATION PERIOD 
The mean iriubation period i n  t h e  BlaEk-legged 
Kittiwake is 27 days (Couleon and White 1958. Maunder and 
Threlfall  1972) and, as i n  other gul ls ,  both members o r  the 
pair share t h e  incubation duties (Coulron and Wooller 1984). 
At the  highly s u c ~ e s s f u l  North Shields oolciry i n  
northeast England, fledging success is generally high i n  
 kittiwake^ (87%. Coulson and Thomas 1985a), so M a t  breeding 
success i s  primarily determined by t h e  re la t ive ly  low 
hatching success (67%. Coulson and T h m s  1985a). Coulsan 
and Wooller (1984) a t t r ibuted  the f a i l u r e  of about a t h i r d  
of t h e  eggs t o  hatch t o  i n a d e q ~ l l ~ i a s  i n  incubation, caused 
by differences i n  attentiven,'ss t o  eggs by parent birds. I n  
a seven-year study done i n  Alaska (Hatch and Hatch 1990), 
where kittiwakes have much lower breeding susoeae than  in  
the north Atlantic (Maunder and Threlfall  1972, Coulson and 
Thomas 1985a), incubation was also t h e  stage of breeding st 
whiah annual productivity was most strongly regulated. 
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2.2.5 THB NESTLINO PERIOD 
In numerous studies of seabirds, abundant food ~upp1i.m 
resulted in increased fledging success (Barrett and Runde 
1980, Anderson et al. 1982, Schaffner 1986, Bsfina et al. 
1988, Monaghan st al. 1989,Hsrris and Wsnlsss 1990, Wsnleme 
and Harris 1992). 
variations in food supply have been linked to ohanges 
in chick growth rates in kittiwakes (Barrett and Runde 1980. 
COUlsOn and Porter 1985, Harris and Wanless 1990) and other 
seabirds (Harris 1969, Ricklefs st al. 1984, safina et sl. 
1988). Growth may vary little in young chicks whose food 
needs are small, but food shortages should be most apparent 
in the growth rates of older ohicks whose food needs are 
greater (Barrstt and Runde 1980). The behavioural correlates 
of chick growth rate= are rates of ohiok feeding and food 
begging, assuming that variation in the intensity of food 
begging by ohicke is an indication of hunger levels. 
Adult kittiwake attendance patterns at the nest may 
provide additional information about food supplies. The need 
to brood chicks until they become nomeothermic at 6-7 days 
(Maunder and Threlfall 1972), and to protest them from 
predator=, must be balanced against the parents' need to 
spend time foraging. If food supplies are plentiful. 
kittiwake pairs Fan forage alternately, leaving one parent 
always present with the brood until olose to fledging 
za 
(paarson 1968, Coulson and Wooller 1984). However, if 
reeding conditions are poor, parent birds may forage 
simultaneously, leaving large numbers of broods unattended 
for longer psriods. This situation has been associated with 
low breeding eucsess (aarrett and Runde 1980, Galbraith 
1983, Harris and Wanless 1990, Wanless and Harris 1992, 
~oberts and Hatch 1993). Low food supplies can lead to 
increases in predation pressure if these low food supplies 
a180 Cause predators to be hungry, encouraging greater 
parental attendansa than might occur when food shortages are 
less severe. 
me present study examined the reproductive parameters 
of Black-legged Kittiwakes from egg laying to fledging at 
two colonies in Newfoundland in 1990 and 1991. An effort was 
made to establish whether a decrease in food supplies was 
the reaaon for a decrease in hreeding success in 1991. It is 
predicted that the traditional measures of productivity 
(mean date of egg laying, clutch size, egg volumes, chick 
growth rates and chick fledging success) will vary 
positively with food availability. Changes in adult and 
chick hehaviour are expected to have good potential as 
indicators of food supply. In poor-food years or locations, 
adults will leave their eggs and chicks unattended a greater 
percentage of the time, chioks will beg for food more, and 
chick feeding ratas will be lower. 
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Food abundance, availability and quality were not 
sampled dire~tly in this study, but to the extent possible, 
data f r m  government-sponsored stock monitoring in the 
vicinity of the oolonies will be used to verify any 
conclusions arising from the breeding success data and 
behavioural measures. 
2.3.1 STUDY SITES 
Data on the breeding biology of Black-legged Kittiwakes 
were obtained from two colonies in Newfoundland, Canada: 
Cape St. Mary's (46'50'N, 54'12'W) and Gull Island (47'15'N, 
54'46'W) near Witless Bay (Figure 2-1). 
Cape St. Mary's, located at the entrance to Placentia 
m y ,  has several species of seabirds "eating along 4 km of 
high (130 m) mainland cliffs and on a rock etack, 
ina~~essible to humans. The main seabird speoiee found there 
are: Northern Gannets (-5,500 pairs), Blaek-legged 
Kittiwakes (-10,000 pairs), Cornon mrres (-10,000 pairs) 
and Thick-billed MIrree (-1,000 pairs). Small numbers of 
Herring and Great Black-backed gulls, Razorbills. and Cornon 
Ravens also breed there (Cairns et a1. 1989). 
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Gull Island is the northernmost of three islands 
comprising the Hitless Bay Ecological Reeerve. It is located 
on the eaetern shore of the Avalon Peninsula. It is about 
3.3 km from the nearestpoint of land and is about 1.5 km 
long and 0.75 km wide. The interior is heavily woodea (black 
spruce and balsan fir) with a grassy perimeter, and 
relatively low (<35 m) cliffs falling to the sea. The major 
seabird SPBC~BS found nesting there are LeaohIs Storm- 
Petrels (-530,000 pairs), Atlantic Puffins (-30,000 pairs), 
Blask-legged Kittiwakes (-10,000 pairs) and Herring Gulls 
(-4.000 pairs; Cairns st al. 1989). mere are also small 
numbers of nesting Great Black-backed Gulls, Common Murras 
and Razorbills. 
Gull Island ic strongly influenced by the Labrador 
Current, which brings cold (< Oo C) water of relatively low 
salinity (28-30 ppt) southward to the Grand Banks. The main 
branah Of the Labrador Current flovs around the east side of 
the Grand Banks, while a secondary branoh flows through the 
Avalon Channel, a relatively deep (> 150 m) nearehore trough 
between the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and the Avslon 
Peninsula (Petrie and Anderson 1983). Gull Island is on the 
Western side of the Avalon Cha~lel. Capelin spawn along the 
80utheast 60.St of the Avalol. Peninsula from late June into 
mid-July (Templeman 1948) and during this period they are 
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t h e  most abundant schooling f i s h  nearshore. Capslin ar. a 
major food of breeding eeabirds i n  the  area (Br- and 
Nettleship 1984, P i a t t  and Methvin 1986). and the  timing of 
t h e i r  a r r i v a l  inshore t o  spawn coincides with sea surface 
temperatures of 4 - 5'C. P i a t t  (1987) found tha t  over t h e  
long tern ,  nearshore water temperatures i n  witless Bay are 
influenced by t h e  Labrador Current, pack iioo and icebergs. 
whereas d a i l y  variations i n  water temperatures are Eoupled 
with ohangas i n  wind speed and direction. 
Cape St.  Mary's i s  l e s s  affeoted by the  inshore a r c t i c  
Waters t h a t  inPluenoe Gull Island. The Labrador h l r r s n t  i s  
mixed with warmer coastal waters and water masses from t h e  
south, resul t ing  i n  generally warmer water i n  the spring and 
s w e r  with mean msa surface temperatures i n  August of 13 - 
14' C a t  Cape St.  Mary's, as compared t o  12 - 13. C a t  Gull 
Island (stoelo, Green and Carter 1979). Cape St.  nary,s is 
a l s o  l a s s  affected by pack ice  or ifebergs: for  example, i n  
March t h e  average ice  conditions a r e  5/10 t o  8/10 coverage 
i n  Witless Bay and 1/10 t o  5/10 coverage a t  cape st. Maryls 
(s tee le  a t  a l .  1979). The average surface s a l i n i t y  a t  Cape 
S t .  Mary's i s  31 ppt i n  t h e  summer. Although capelin is 
undoubtedly an important food f o r  breeding seabirds s t  Cape 
S t .  Mary's, herring are  a l s o  available i n  spring and 
mackerel i n  Ju ly  (steele e t  s l .  1979). 
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At Cape st. Mary's, two study plots were established 
one above the other 75 - 100 m above the sea on a cliff face 
in a narrow chasm in the rock. They were viewed from a point 
approximately 25 m away on the other side of the chasm. A11 
observations ware made with 8.5 x 44 bin~~lals, and as the 
birds seemed unaware of the Preeenee of observers, no blind 
was used and no control plot was considered necessary. This 
location WBB chosen as it permitted a gocd view of the birds 
and was the closest approach to nesting kittiwakes at cape 
st. ~ary's. sample sisas of nests and scheduling of visits 
for 1990 and 1991 are shown in Table 2-1. 
on Gull Island in 1990, study nests in 3 plote ranging 
in sire from 19 to 31 nests (mites c, B, P - Figure 2-1 and 
site P - Plate 2-1) were chosen so as to be mcoessible to 
the researchers for egg and chick maasuring, weighing and 
marking. Behavioural observations were made, using 8.5 X 44 
binooulare, from a blind (dimensions 1 d) losated iO  to 15 
n from the nests (N = 20). Larger sample sizes were deeired 
in 1991, 60 six additional study plots (mnge - 4 to 42 
nests) were added (sites A-H, J - Figure 2-1). 
Control plote were chosen on Gall Island to act as 
cOntI01B for observer effects. In 1990, there was one 
control plot of 28 nests (I - Figure 2-1 and Plate 2-1). 
These nests were located on a cliff face approximately 30 1 
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above the men and were viewed from a distance of 150 m uming 
lox binoculars. An additional control plot (N - 4 4 )  wan 
added in 1991 (K - Pigure 2-1); it was similarly 
ina~essible to humans and observations were made ssing 
hin0cular8 from a distance of 300 m. In 1991. 7 nests at "1" 
ware used for behavioural observations. Additional data on 
parental attendance dvring incubation wera obtained at J 
(Pigure 2-1) using a blind located 8 m from the nests. A 
schedule of visite and total sample sizes are shown in Table 
2-1. 
study plots A, C and posaibly 8 were plot. a1.o mtudisd 
by J.M. Porter (pere. corn.) and Chatman (1989) in 1988. 
 here were three etudy plots (c, E, and F) which were the 
same in 1990 and 1991 and one control plat (I). 
Consequently, study plot C was the only plot which was 
cornon to 1988, 1990 and 1991. Differences in mtudy plot 
quality were not asseasad as the plots used in 1988 were 
vary close to and very similar in topography and sub-colony 
sire to the study plote used in 1990 and 1991. There wera 
differences in site characteristics between study and 
oontrol plots In 1990 and 1991 and comparisons were made in 
the different parameters or breeding success bstween theme 
two types or plots. 
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2.3.2 COLLECTION OP BREEDING BIOMOY DATA 
Nests in both study and control plots were cheoked 
daily for the presence or lose or eggs and chicks when 
extended visits to the particular colonies were taking 
Place. The only exception to this was during the incubation 
period in 1991 on Gull Island; once the peak of egg laying 
had passed, nests in the atudy plots were cheoked every 
other day to reduce disturbance to tha birds. 
Whenever possible, the following measures of breeding 
biology were recorded: laying dates, olutoh sizes, hatching 
dates, hatching and fledging sucsess, egg volume and chick 
mass. m e n  dates of egg laying or hatching were unknown, 
they were determined by caloulating backwards or forwards 
using mean values for kittiwakes in Newfoundland obtained 
froln Maunder and Threlfall (1972). The Cape st. Maryrs study 
sites were inaccessible to humane, so all the data on egg 
volume and chick maes were obtained on Gull Island. 
Eggs were measured with Vernier oalipers to the nearest 
0.05 mn and the volume (in cc) was calculated using the 
fornula given by Coulson (1963): 
volume - 0.4866 x breadth2 . length. 
In 1990, the largest egg in each nest was marked with a 
WatCrprOOf marking pen and was called the A-egg if it 
muhaequently hatched first. In 1991, the firet-laid egg in 
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each nest was labelled the A-.-em. 
~ g g s  were measured in 1988, 1990 and 1991 by 4 
different people. Paired groups t-testa war- done on samples 
of 10 - 15 eggs to assess bias between measurers. T-tests 
were chosen as each pair of observers measured a different 
set of eggs. NO differences were found between 3 of these 
people, but tha fourth person consistently measured larger 
than the others. An appropriate correction factor was 
applied to her egg volumes before analyses of egg size data 
were done. It was not possible to assess the potential for 
bias in the egg measurements made in 1969 and 1970. 
The following definitions for the different parameters 
of breeding success were taken, where possible, from Maunder 
and Threlfall (1972) to facilitate ~0mpari80n between years. 
raying date refers to the date of laying of the first egg in 
Individual alutfhes. Ratahin9 sueoes. is the number of eggs 
hatched per number of eggs laid and is a measure or egg 
survivorship. In 1990, fledging was defined as first flight, 
but in 1991, chicks 35 days of age or older when last seen 
were considered to have fledged. Pldging suoons ie the 
number of chicks fledged par nmber of chicks hatched and is 
a measure of ohick survivorship. Number of chicks fledging 
per nest is s measure of basio produotivity. Inoubatioa 
pried 16 the time from the laying of the last egg of a 
olutoh to hatching of that egg. Daring the inoubation period 
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in 1990, moans or adults in at.ad.ns. at the nest were done 
every 10 minutes, while in 1991 adult attendance Patterns 
were timed precisely, although for statistical comparison 
they were formatted as in 1990 (see Table 2-2 for total 
sampling efforts and Figure 2-2 for the diurnal 
distributions or observer erfortr in 1990 and 1991). Uamt 
was defined as an ocsupied nest, meaning there was new 
nesting material and a flag ef excrement developed below, 
regardless of the presence or abaence of eggs or chicks. 
weather data (sea state, wind speed, precipitation, and 
high and low temperatures) were collected daily during the 
extended visits to the colonies and weather for each day was 
~ategorized as adverse or not adverse. Adverse weather was 
defined as a day where any one of M e  following occurred: 
wind and sea state at Beaufort Force 5 (wind 31 - 40 km/h, 
large waves, nmcrous whitecaps) or above, heavy rain, or a 
daily high temperature of leas than 10. C. 
2.3.3 COLLECTION OF BEHAVIOUBAL DATA 
Adult and chick bahaviour was monitored using a11 
oocurrences sampling (Altmann 1974). Activities assesPed for 
each nest included the percentage of time ohicks were left 
unattended, food begging by the chick(s), the peroentage of 
begging bouts that were eueoessful (1.a. endad in chick 
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feeding) and the  number of food boluses p e r  hour fed t o  the 
Chicks. These a t t r i b u t e s  were calculated tor g m p s  of 
chicks of 3 d i f ferent  ages: 0 - 5 days (before l inasr  par t  
Of grDYM EUN., Barnett and RUnds 1980, CoUlSOn and Porter 
1985), 6 - 20 days (parioe. of l inear  growth) and 21r day. 
(af ter  l inear  growth), and f o r  the chick-rearing period as s 
whole. Parental attendance patterns during the  nestling 
Period were recorded i n  both years i n  the same way as 
attendance pat terns  during incubation. 
A begging Bout was defined as any s e r i e s  of pecXe by 
the chick with pauses of less than 2 .in beeween peoks. 
Begging Was oonsidered suooemaful i f  the  chick reoeivsd food 
within 2 min of begging. r e ~ a i a g  ra tas  were t h e  nunbar of 
feedsjh and number of food items or bolusesjh (as fseda 
often oonsisted of more tha t  1 bolus). A feed wae over when 
a or nore min passed with no begging or feeding. A bolus was 
any discre te  packet of food, no matter what the size, 
swallowed by s chick. 
I n  1990, watches were Concentrated i n  t h e  morning and 
l a t e  afternoon o r  ear ly  evening as it was predicted (based 
on diurnal var ia t ion  i n  courtship feeding reported by J . W .  
Chardine, per=. corn.) there vould he more feeding ac t iv i ty  
then. Circumstances permitting, two 4-h watches were done s t  
earn of two siterr (c and B, ~ i g u r e  a -1 ) .  
I n  1991. changes i n  the  research objectives meant la. 
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ef for t  was devoted t o  behsvioursl observationri, but on many 
daye two 4-ir wstshes were done, with watches spread f a i r l y  
evenly throughout the day, and on two daye all-day watshea 
from 06:OO t o  21:Oo hours took place. 
2.3.1  DATA ANALYSES 
m t h e  f ie ld ,  data "ere recorded by hand in  notebooks 
(breeding biology data) or on check sheets (behavioural 
data) and then entered in to  the  mainframe computer (VAXIVMS 
system) a t  Memorial University of Newfoundland. SPSS-X (SPSS 
mc. 1988) wae used for s t a t i o t i o a l  analyses and Sigmaplot, 
version 4.01, (Jandel Corporaeion 1990) wae used tor 
graphing. 
Tests of significance chosen depended on the 
measurement sca le  of the data, t h e  Chi-squared s t a t i s t i c  f o r  
nominal data and the t - t e s t  and AUOVA f o r  interval and r a t i o  
data. Whore possible data were examined t o  confirm 
conformity t o  the soeumptione implicit  i n  parametric t e s t s ,  
however parametric t e s t s  were the  only a l te rnat ive  when 
c m p a ~ i s ~ n  was made with data fmm 1969 and 1970 ac only 
means, standard deviations and sample s i z e s  were available. 
To assess t h e  extent t o  which two measures variud together, 
the  Spearman rank order s t a t i s t i c  was used regardless of tha  
measurement soale, as it is better su i ted  t o  working with 
small sample s izes  (Martin and Batason 1986). small sample 
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eizss  a r e  more l i k e l y  t o  v io la te  the a~mumptionm of 
normality and homogeneity of variance required by parmetr io  
t e s t s  of significance, such as t h e  Pearson correlation 
ooeffisient.  The n u l l  hypothesis was re jec ted  i f  p < 0.05.  
Par the chick behavioural data, means were calculated 
per nest per hour f o r  data pooled over thraa  chick ages, 0 - 
5 days, 6 - 20 dayo and 2O+ days, based en age of chick i n  
re la t ion  t o  t h e  period of l inear  growth. Samplo s izes  were 
insuff ic ient  t o  oonsider 1- and 2-chick broods separately. 
There appeared t o  be pronounced di f ferences  i n  the 
breeding success parameters between study and control p l o t s  
i n  1991 and values appear, where appropriate, foe both 
groups of nests in  t h e  following tables. I f  no s igni f icant  
difference between these plots  war established f o r  s 
particular dependant measuea, subsequent analyses were done 
on the combined sample. 
TO evaluats t h e  ef fec t  of timing of breeding on clutch 
s i r e  and egg volume, the laying period was divided in to  3 
periods of equal length. "early", 'middle" and "late" 
denoting re la t ive  pos i t ion  during the laying period. On Gull 
Island i n  1990, e a r l y  - 1 8  Hay - 29 May, middle - 30 May - 
1 1  June and l a t e  = 1 2  June - 23 June and i n  1991, early - 27 
m y  - 6 June, middle = 7 June - 18 June and l a t e  - 19 June - 
29 June. At Cape St .  Mary'B in  1990, ear ly  - 9 May - 15  May, 
middle = 16 Hay - 23  May and l a t e  - 24 May - 30 May. 
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had begun i n  l9YO (Table 2-I), consequently moms l ay ing  
d a t e s  were obtained through working baskwards f r o .  h a t d i n g  
d a t e s  ( ses t ion  2.3.21. I n  1991 l ay ing ,  al though delayed,  was 
normally d i s t r i b u t e d  (F igure  2-3). m e  Cape S t .  Mary's 
l ay ing  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  1990 (Figure 2-4) was h i g h l y  
BYnCWOnOUS. 
There were no  sample s i r e s  wi th  t h e  r e p o r t s  o r  mean 
hatching d a t e s  f o r  1969 end 1970 (Maunder and T h r e l f a l l  
1972),  so it was n o t  p o s s i b l e  t o  Eonpara t h e s e  two years  
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  wi th  1990 and 1991 (Table 2-3). The mean 
hatching d a t e  f o r  Cape S t .  Mary's i n  1990 (14 June)  was 
obtained by  adding 27 days  (mean inauba t ion  p e r i o d  a- 
reported by  Maunder and T h r e l f a l l ,  1972) t o  t h e  mesn laying 
d a t e  t h a t  year.  As a consequence, en ly  s t a t i s t i c a l  
00mpari~0ns between 1990 and 1991 f o r  Gull  I s l a n d  were made. 
In  1991, eggs hatched s i g n i f i c a n t l y  e a r l i e r  (t = 4.27, df - 
20, p < 0.001) i n  t h e  s t u d y  p l o t s  (N = 4) than  i n  t h e  
con t ro l  p l o t s  (N - 18) .  There were no s i g n i f i c a n t  
d i f f e r e n ~ e s  between t h e  nean hatching d a t e  i n  1990 and 1991 
in e i t h e r  t h e  c o n t r o l  p l o t s  ( t  - 1.17, d f  - 78, p - 0.15) or 
t h e  study p l o t s  ( t  - 0.52, d f  - 64, p - 0.60). 
weather apparen t ly  had t h e  g r e a t e s t  d i r e c t  e i f e o t  
on t iming or breeding.  Spr ing  seemed co lde r  i n  1991 than i n  
1990, but  a i r  tentperaturea were o n l y  s l i g h t l y  below normal 
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in May (0.9- C) and June (1.9' C )  (St. John's weather 
office). water temperatures in 1991 (mean - 5 .9 .C) .  f r w  19 
~ u n e  to 15 July, were 1.4' C to 3 .3 .C  colder than any of the 
three preceding years at a beach 45 Icm north of Witless Bay 
(Methven and Piatt 1991) .  
In 1990, 411 of the days hetween 15 June and 19 July 
had adverse weather, usually rain. In 1991, only 201 of the 
days between 15 June and 19 Ju ly  had adverse weather. There 
was less rain in 1991 than during this time in 1990 and the 
cold temperatures (daily high lass than 10-C) in 1991 
occurred in the month preoeding 15 June. In 1990, Spearman 
rank order correlations between the weather (adverse = 1 ,  
not adverse = 2) and egg 1066 (1, = 0.082, n - 28, p - 0 .34 )  
and chick loss (r, - 0.157,  n = 22,  p = 0.24) were not 
significant. In 1991, spearman rank order correlations 
between the weather and date of egg laying (r, - 0.013,  n = 
31, p = 0 .94 )  and egg loss (r. - 0.151. n - 39,  p = 0 .36 )  
were also not signifisant. Too few chicks hatched to 
EOrrelate weather with ohiok loss in 1991. 
2 . 4 . 2  CLOTCH SIZE 
On Gull Island, there was a decrease in the proportion 
or 2-egg clutches from 86% in 196911970 to 288 in 1991 
(Table 2-4) .  The decrease from 196911970 to 1988 was 
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signiricant (Chi-squared - 21.01, df - 2, p < 0.001). as was 
the decrease from 1990 to 1991 (Chi-squared - 13.02, df - a, 
p < 0.001). In 1988 and 1990, clutch sizes ware determined 
in a single visit to the oolony as hatohing was beginning, 
while in the other years daily visits occurred. 'To examine 
whether clutch composition in 1991 would vary under a 
different visit schedule, it was calculated as though only 1 
visit was made as hatching was beginning. There was no 
significant difference in clutch comwsition between the 
different visit schedules (Chi-spared - 1.43. df s 1, p - 
0.23). 80 the values obtained on daily visits were usad. 
At Cape St. Iiarys there was also a significant 
deerease in clutch size from 1990 to 1991 (Chi-squared - 
32.28, df = 2, p < 0.001. Table 2-4). Between aolonies, 
kittiwakes at Cape St. Mary's laid a lnrger proportion of 2- 
egg clutches in 1990 (Chi-squared - 28.40, df - 2, p < 
0.001) than they did m Cull Island. This also occurred in 
1991, but tha difference was not signifisant (Chi-squared - 
0.68, dm - I, p = 0.11). 
In neither year were there significant seasonal 
(early-, niddle- or late-laid eggs) diiferenses in clutch 
sire en Cull Island, although the data showed a trend toward 
lwar clutch sizes in lata-laying birds (Tabla 2-5). lit Cape 
st. nary's- in 1990, there war, a signifisant seasonal 
decrease in clutch size (Chi-squared - 13.31, df - 4, p - 
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0.01). with late-laid olutchas beiw smallest. 
Another breeding parameter which differed between 
colonies and years was the proportion of occupied nests with 
eggs (Table 2-6). On cull Ieland, this decreased from 92t in 
196911970 to 578 in 1991. The decrease from 1969/1970 to 
1988 was signifisant (Chi-squared - 10.58, df - 1, p c 
0.001) as was the further decrease from 1990 to 1991 (Chi- 
squared P 22.47, df = 1, p < 0.001). There MS no 
significant difference between study and control plots in 
1991 (Chi-squared - 0.75, df - I, p - 0.19), so they were 
combined. 
At Cape st. Mary's, the proportion of oeoupied nests 
with eggs deoreased from 96% in 1990 to 69% in 1991 (Chi- 
squared = 12.72. df = I, p < 0.001). Inter-colony 
differences were also signifioant in 1990 (Chi-symared = 
5.20, df = I, p c 0.02). but not in 1991 (Chi-squared - 
2.20, df - I, p = 0.141. 
2.4.3 EGG SIZE AND SURVIVORSHIP 
POI elutches where the order of laying was known 
(1991), the mean volume of A-eggs was significantly greater 
than that of B-eggs (paired groups t-test: t = 4.82, df - 
46, p c 0.001). A-eggs were larger than B-eggs in a11 but 
one clutch, where the A-egg equalled the s-egg in sire. 
There was a general decreaas in egg volumes since 1988 
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(Figure 2-5). An analysis of variance warn done on A- and B- 
eggs for the years 1988, 1990 and 1991 and in both casee 
there was a significant difference in egg size, for A-eggs, 
P = 6.75, df = 2.84, p < 0.01 and for B-eggs, F - 14.33, dr 
- 2,89, p z 0.001. Multiple  omp par is ens tests shoved s 
deorease in each year for both eggs, the sole exception 
being no decrease in the size or A-eggs from 1990 to 1991. 
single eggs wera not measured in 1990, but the dirferenoe in 
volume of these eggs between 1988 and 1991 was significant 
(t - 3.37, df - 101, p < 0.001). 
when seasonal difference= in egg volumes wera evaluated 
in 1990 and 1991 for single eggs, A- and B-eggs (~ahle 2-7) 
and 2-egg clutches as a whole (Figure 2-6), significant 
decreaees occurred only in 1990 for middle- to lats-laid B- 
eggs (F = 3.70, df = 2.16, p - 0.05) and 2-99 clutches (F - 
3.94, df = 2,33, p = 0.03) an a whole. 
sample sires or hatched chicks were too low in 1991 for 
within-year compaeisonr (Table 2-8). However in 1990, in 2- 
egg nlutches, B-eggs that hatshed were significantly larger 
than those which did not (t = 2.88. df = 26, p < 0.01) and 
the same was true for the clutch as a whole (t - 3.20, df - 
54, p C 0.01). mere was no significant differanso in sire 
between A-eggs that hatched and those that did not (t - 
1.82, df = 26, p - 0.08). When data for 1990 and 1991 were 
combined, eggs that hatched wera larger than those whioh did 
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not (t - 3.50, df = 183, p c 0.001). 
1n a sumnary of egg fates lor the two years (Table 2- 
g), the difference between 1990 and 1991 in the percentage 
of eggs hatched and miseing is striking. In 1990, 538 of the 
eggs laid hatched and in 1991, only 141 hatched (Chi-squared 
= 56.18, dl = I, p < 0.001). 1n 1991. 838 of eggs went 
mieeing, while only 33% of eggs fell into that category in 
1990 (Chi-squared - 79.78, df - 1, p c 0.001). Most of the 
egg loss in 1991 ocourred in the study plots (Figure 2-7). 
In both years, it was usually the Ease that the entire 
clutch in multi-egg clutches was taken. In 1990, the 
"miscsllane~Y~" Category included damaged eggs, embryos 
which died pipping and eggs knockeP from the neat and in 
1991, only eggs found to be cold. Nests Were checked daily 
in 1990 and every other day in 1991, consequently there is 
likely to be sme overlap between the "missing" and 
nniscellaneousw categories, particularly in 1991. Bven 
taking this into account, the proportion of eggs missing in 
1991 is substantially greater than in 1990. 
Table 2-10 shows inter-colony and inter-year 
~ompar'i~ons of hatching sucoess. on Cull Island, there was a 
mignificant decrease in hatching svseese between 1969 and 
1990 (Chi-squared - 13.52, df - 1, p c 0.001) and between 
1990 and 1991 for study and control plots combined (Chi- 
squared - 42.14, df = 1, p c 0.001). There was no 
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significant decrease in hatohing succe-s when 1990 we. 
-pared to M e  control plots alone in 1991 (hi-mquared - 
0.95, df - 1, p = 0.33). indicating substantial difference. 
in egg survivorship between study and control plots in 1991 
(Figure 2-7, Table 2-10). At Cape St. nary's, there was also 
a significant decrea88 in hatching auooess between 1990 and 
1991 (Chi-squared = 9.97, dl c 1, p < 0.01). 
Coneidering inter-oolony compsrieons, in essh of 1930 
and 1991, hatching sussess was significantly lover at Cull 
Island than at Cape St. Nary's (p c 0.001). On the other 
hand, in 1991 this difference disappeared if Cape St. Mary's 
W ~ B  Eonpared to the control plots alone on Gull Island (Chi- 
sguaeed = 1.95, df = 1, p = 0.16). suggesting again 
substantial differences between study and control plots. 
2.4.4 INNBATION PERIOD 
The nean incubation period on Gull Ieland wae 27.0 daye 
(OD - 10.82, N - 4) in 1990 and 29.3 days (SD - t 1.83, N - 
8) in 1991. In 1970, Maunder and Threlfall (1972) determined 
the nean incubation period to be 27.2 days (SD - f 1.05, N - 
66) and en independent groups t-test comparing 1970 and 1991 
wae significant (t - 4.88, df - 72, p < 0.001). 
Parental attendance during incubation was monitored to 
attempt to establish the reasons for egg loss. In 1990, eggs 
were left unattended 11.1% of the time (sampling effort - 
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436.5 h from 31 nests),  while i n  1991, eggs vere l e f t  
unattended only 3.98 of the time (sampling effort - 773.8 h 
from 23 nest.). It may saw contradictory t h a t  eggs took 
longer t o  hatoh i n  1991, ye t  they were attended mere. A 
possible explanation for t h i s  can be made with the 
subjective observation tha t  although adul t  b i rds  vere 
flaguantly seen i n  attendance a t  t h e i r  nes ts  i n  1991, it 
also seemed they stood over t h e i r  eggs more frequently than 
in  1990. 1n both years M e r e  was a s igni f icant  negative 
=orrelation (spearman rank order) between the length ef time 
eggs were l e f t  alone and hatching success f o r  2-egg a l u t h e s  
(1990: r, = -0.75, n = 10, p c 0.01; 1991: r. - -0.61, n = 
10, p < 0.051, but not for i-egg clutches i n  1991 (r, = - 
0.40, n - 13. p - 0.09). I n  1990, t h e  four 1-egg clutches 
were never l o f t  unattended. 
I n  1991. Herring Gulls were twice seen forcing adul ts  
off t h e i r  nes ts  and taking t h e  eggs. Ona of these Herring 
Gulls had a dis t inc t ive  s t a i n  on its neck making it 
indiviaually ident i f iable  and for a few days it was 
f r w e n t l y  seen standing above study p l o t  J (Figure 1-11, 
perhaps defending it as te r r i tory .  I n  1990, Herring c u l l s  
were never d i rec t ly  seen taking attended or unattended eggs. 
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2.4.5 NESTLING PKRIOD 
In  1990, chicks i n  t h e  control p l o t  ( I  - Pigure 1-1) 
i n i t i a l l y  had higher survivorship than thoes i n  t h e  atudy 
p lo te ,  but i n  t h e  end both groups survived equally poorly 
(Figure 2-8). Grovth ra tes  were measured for  chicks between 
6 and 20 days of age (Figure 2-9) i n  1990. Although 41\ (N = 
17) had low growth r a t e s  (growth r a t e s  < 13.9 gjday, the 
l e a n  growth r a t e  for C-eggs i n  clutches of three  i n  Coulaon 
end Porter 1985), the  r e s t  grew a t  a r a t e  similar t o  t h a t  
repoeted i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  (Baerett and Runde 1980, coulson 
and Porter 1985, Galbraith 1983). suggesting adequate food 
supplies a t  t h a t  t ine .  However, growth was not monitored 
a f t e r  21  days of age, so food shortage cannot be ruled out  
as the cause of the decrease i n  survivorship i n  ~ i g u r e  2-8. 
I n  1991. only 4 chicks (from 179 nest-) hatched i n  the  
study p l o t s  and they were a l l  gone by 8 days of age (Figure 
2-81. None of these chicks lived long enough f o r  t h e  
a m p u t a t i ~ n  nf da i ly  growth increments, but 3 out of 4 
chicks o i tbor  l o s t  mass or f a i l e d  t o  gain. Masses of chicks 
1 t o  10 days e f  age from both years were plotted i n  Figure 
2-10, and although there were only a few points f o r  1991, it 
is obvious t h a t  ohicka were not gaining mass a t  t h e  r a t e  
observed i n  1990. In  the  control p l o t s  ( I  and K - Figure 2- 
1 )  i n  1991, 19  chicks hatched (from 75 nests).  and of t h e m  
13 subsequently fledged (Figure 1-8). 
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on ~ u l l  Ieland, fledging success was signifioantly 
lower in 1990 than in 1970 (Chi-squared = 9.55, df - 1, P < 
o.ol), but increased slightly and non-significantly in 1991 
(Chi-squared - 0.001, df - 1, p r 0.97, Table 2-11). 
pledging success as a proportion was not available for Gull 
1s1and in 1988, but a similar alternative measure was low: 
0.63 chicks fledgedlnest. At Cape St. naryls there was a 
significant dewease in fledging success between 1990 and 
1991 (Chi-squared - 6.23, df - 1, p - 0.01). 
Inter-colony conparieons indioated significantly lover 
fledging suscsee in 1990 at Gull Ieland than at Cape St. 
Mary's (Chi-squared = 29.95, df - 1, p < 0.001), but the 
differenoe in fledging success between the two oolonies was 
not significant in 1991 (Chi-squared - 2.13. df - 1, p - 
0.14, Table 2-11). 
A basic measure of productivity, ohioks fledgedlnest, 
mirrored these comparisons of fledging success (Table 2-11). 
In the years available for comparieon, Cape St. Mary's in 
1990 had the highest productivity with 1.4 chicks 
fledgedlnest. Produotivity on Gull Ieland war =onstant and 
low from 1990 to 1991, approximately 0.3 chicks 
fledgedlnest. Productivity st cape St. Mary's in 1991 was 
only slightly higher, 0.1 chicks fledgedlnest. 
Tests of significance for diffsrenses in fledging 
~UCEOBB between eggs of different sizes were not done as the 
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number of chicks rledging was too low (Table 2-8). NO chicks 
i n  the  study s i t e s  fledged i n  1991 (4 chicks hatched) and I 
fledged i n  1990. 
Parental attendance patterns were a l s o  menitored during 
the  chick rear ing  period (Table 2-12). The percentage of 
t h e  t h a t  chicks were l e f t  alone varied with chick age in 
1990, but was always low. Chicks were never seen unattended 
i n  1991. I n  1990, t h e r e  was no corre la t ion  between length of 
parental absences during chick rearing and fledging nuccelrs 
f o r  1-egg clutohee (r. - 0.26, n - 11, p - 0.22) or  2-egg 
clutches (r,  - 0.24, n = 18, p - 0.17). 
Herring and Great Black-basked g u l l s  were seen twice i n  
1991 and severa l  times i n  1990 t rk ing  chicks from attended 
nests,  but t h e  circumstances were s l i g h t l y  d i f fe rent  i n  each 
year. I n  1990, they preyed upon chicks t h a t  were almost 
f u l l y  grown but not  y e t  fledged, and i n  1991, l o s s  t o  gulle 
occurred when t h e  chicks were l e s s  than 10 days old. 
PO= ~ h i ~ k b  from 0-5 days Of age, begging Was almost 
fOUI a8 frequent i n  1991 as i n  1990 ( t  - 4.04, d l  - 
20, p < 0.001), and overa l l ,  twice as frequent i n  1991.. i n  
1990 ( t  - 2.63, df P 25, p 0.01, Table 2-13). For chicks 
from 6 - 20 days, there  was no mignificant d i l le rence  
between 1990 and 1991 i n  the  frequency of bagging ( t  - 1.52, 
df - 20, p = 0.14). The percentage of begging bout- t h a t  
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were suocessful, was significantly lover for chicks of all 
ages in 1991 (0 - 5 days, uhi-squared = 33.93, df = 1, p c 
0.001; 6 - PO days, Chi-squared = 8.33, df = 1. p < 0.01; 
overall, Chi-squared - 34.96, df - 1, p < 0.001). 
Begging rate (boutelh) and percentage of succassfU1 
begging bouts in successful and uneucceesful pairs vere 
cornpared for ?-egg Clutches in 1990 (sample sizes of l-egg 
clutches in both years and 2-egg clutches in 1991 vere 
insuffi~ient for statistical comparison). Successful pairs 
vere defined as those that kept both ohicks alive for nore 
than one week, while unsuoeassful pairs had one or both 
chioks die within the first week. No significant difference 
was found between eussesaful and unsussesrful pairs in the 
begging intensity of their chicks (t = 0.45, df = lo, p - 
0.95; 1990: maan = 0.63 bouts/h, SD - f 0.21; 1991: mean 5 
0.62 bouts/h. SO - f 0.33). The n w r  of chicks surviving 
more than one week was positively and signifiosntly 
cerrelatad (Spearman rank order aorrelation) with percentage 
of successful begging bouts (r. - 0.59, n - 12, p < 0.05). 
There wore no signifiaant differences in ohick feeding 
rates (boluslh) between the two years for chicks of any age 
(overall, t = 0.54, df = 25, p = 0.59). though the trend was 
for chicks in 1991 to be fed more often (Table 2-14). Note 
that neithez the size or composition of the Eood bolus was 
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knwn. 
Feeding rate in successful and unsuccessful paire was 
compared for 2-egg clutches in 1990. successful pairs (mean 
5 0.90 boluslh, SD = f 0.21, N - 5) fed their chiclts 
eigniiioantly more often (t = 3.38, df - lo, p < 0.01) than 
unsucsassful pairs (mean = 0.46, SD = f 0.23. N = 7). 
Laying dates, clutch sizes, growth rmd fledging success 
of ~eabirds have been linked to food supplies by a number of 
workere (Hunt 1972, Nisbet 1977, 1978, Anderson et a1. 1982, 
Gaston and Nettleship 1982, Braun and Hunt 1983). Body sire 
(Pearson 19681, dietary specialization (Anderson et al. 
19821, the depth st which food is obtained (Pearson 1968). 
and flexibility o f  the time budget (Burger and Piatt 1990) 
are species characteristics which will iniluenca 
productivity when food fl~otvations OEEur. Black-legged 
Kittiwakes are expected to be eensitive indicators of food 
 shortage^ a8 they are small in size compared to aaui 
seabirds, their sumer diet is relatively speeialiaed 
(Threlfall 1968, Maunder and Threlfall 19721, and they are 
capable of feeding only at the surfase or M e  sea. 
A second way of linking reproductive succssa with f w d  
supply is through the direct measurement of fed, and a few 
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studies that have done so (Anderson et al. 1982, Sohafiner 
1986, saiina et al. 1988) have found a positive 
relationship. Assessment of fish stocks was not carried out 
in this study, but direct evidence of focd mhortages in the 
vicinity of Gull Ielatd in 1991 was obtained by others. 
capelin ie a major food of breeding eeahirds in Witleaa 
Bay (Brown and nettleship 1984, Piatt and Methven 1986) and 
at a capelin spawning bsnch 45 km north of there, the 
initiation of spawning was delayed by 20-29 days and the 
nearshore abundance of capelin was low in 1991 (Hethven and 
Pistt 1991). me capelin were late to come in because of the 
cold water temperatures (1.4' C to 3.3' C colder than any of 
the three pre~eding years), as capalin need temperatures of 
5'C to C C before they will come up to the surfase and 
innhors to spawn (Methvan and Piatt 1991). In 1991, tha late 
arrival of cepalin coincided with low catches of cod in the 
inshore commercial trap fishery (Hethven and Piatt 1991). 
relatively low numbers of baleen whales (J. lien, pers. 
corm.) and few fledged young for other surface feeding 
seabirds (Herring and Black-backed gulls, personal 
observation) in the Witless Bay Area. 
The poor productivity of Herrinq Culls in 1991 points 
to an alternate explanation for the breeding failure 
suffertdd by ~lsok-legged Kittiwakes. Because Herring Gulls 
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were also feeling the effects of food shortages, they nay 
have preyed nore heavily on kittiweke eggs and young than in 
previous years. 
Finally, reduced breeding success in 1991 could have 
been the direct effects of weather. No significant 
relationships were dissovared between days of adverse 
weather (any of high wind, rougb sen surfsoe, heavy rain or 
a daily high tenperatura or less than 10. C) and egg laying, 
egg loss or disk lose. In seabirds, weather nay have its 
Ireatest effect indirectly through ohanges in food supplies. 
Aebischer et al. (1990) found parallel long-teem trends 
between the weather and abundances of phytoplankton, 
zooplankton, herring and kittiwake breeding perfornsnce, but 
concluded that weather did not affect any trophio level 
directly, rather there was a conpl*.r feedback system between 
weather, current by stem^ an& the different trophia levels. 
Anderson et a1. (1982) obtained similar results; in relating 
northern anmovy abundance in different sized areas to Brown 
Peliaan reproduotion, they suggested that events whish 
influence large geographic areae (such as veather-patterns) 
affect reproduotion through food webs. 
Although this study was carried out for only 2 seasons, 
the following results suggest fooB shertagee at all stages 
of the breading season may limit reproductive mucseee in 
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l lack-legged Kittiwakes. 
2.5.1 TIMING OF BREEDING 
Researchers dieagree on the importance of food in 
affecting the timing ef olutch initiation (Powell 1983, 
Murphy st al. 19841, but many believe that the level of food 
availability prior to egg laying may be the moat important 
factor in the timing of birds, breediw seasons (Perrins 
1970, Ashmole 19711, due to the female's need to accumulate 
nutritional reservee for egg formation. 
The mean laying date on Gull Island was sigxlificantly 
later in 1991 than in 1990, which was in turn s i ~  ifioantly 
later than j.n 1970. The mean laying date at Cape st. Mary*s 
was substantially earlier in 1990 than any other years or 
coloni~s available for comparison, while circumstantial 
~videnoe indicated breeding was much later there in 1991. 
m o m  thee* rsaults, it can be inferred that focd was m o t  
abundant at Cape st. Maeyrs in 1990 and that food shortages 
were widespread in 1991. 
There was greater synchrony of kittiwake clutch 
initiation st Cape St. Mary'e in 1990 than on Gull Island in 
1990 01 1991, whioh may be an additional indication that 
food B U P P ~ ~ ~ S  were abundant at cape 6t. Mary'. in 1990. 1f 
nutrient reserves must reach a threshold before females can 
pmd87e eggs, then birds that are less proficient foragers 
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should taka longer to begin breeding when food is soarce. 
with the result that variance about the mean clutch 
initiation date shovld increase. If food is very plentiful, 
most birds will reach breeding condition at approximately 
the bane time and commence egg laying synohronously. Clutsh 
initiation was less synchronous on Gull Island, perhapa 
providing evidence or iocd shortages at this colony. 
2.5.2 CLUTCH SIZE 
At Gull Island, there was a signifisant decrease in 
clutch size from 1969/1970 to 1988 and from 1990 to 1991, as 
there also was at Cape St. Hary*s from 1990 to 1991. In 
intse-colony comparisons in 1990, clutch sizes were 
aignifioantly larger at cape st. Mary's, while in 1991 there 
were no signifisant differences. These results set the 
pattern for inter-year and inter-solony differences in 
subsequent measures of productivity and are consistent with 
the hypothesis of this study, that clutch size will vary 
positively with food availability. 
Prom this evidence, it appears that food supplie~ were 
low at both Cape St. Mary's and Gull Island in 1991 and 
perhaps also in 1988 and 1990 at Gull Island, if a modal 
clutch size or 2 eggs is taken as standard for kittiwakes. 
 his was the clutch size obtained st Cape St. Mary's in 
1990, Gull Island in 1969/1970 and at North Shields 
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(coulson and White 1961), s colony known to have fairly 
abundant food supplies (Coulson and m a a s  1985a). mere is 
evidence that in colonies with variable and often low food 
supplies, a greater proportion of l-egg clutches are laid 
(Russia - Belopol'skii 1961, Noway - Barrett and Runde 
1980, Alaska - Hatch and Hatch 1990). 
An alternate explanation for the overall reduction in 
clutch sizes may be the timing of breeding, as clUt0h size 
decreases over the season (Coulaon and White 1961). Breeding 
was late in 1990 and 1931 on Gull Island and that nay have 
been enough to cause the reduced clutch sires. There was no 
significant seasonal decrease in clutch size on Gull Island 
in 1990 or 1991, apparent food shortages overriding the 
usual effect of timing of breeding. seasonal decreases in 
clutch S ~ E B  were significant at Cape St. Maryr= in 1990, 
when breeding began early and food suppliee were seemingly 
abundant. 
If food is in very short supply during the breading 
Season, adult birds will abandon breeding altogether (Drent 
and Daan 1980) or in kittiwakes specifically, if arrival at 
the colony is too late, many birds will not breed (Portsr 
1988, 1990). Both factors may have come into play in 1990 
and 1991, 116 illustrated by changes in the proportion of 
occupied nests with eggs. This variable showed the same 
inter-colony and intaryear pattern of decreases as clutoh 
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size. The affect of food shortages was partioularly evident 
in 1991, with only 608 of the occupie4 neets containing eggs 
on Gull Island. 
The relationship between food and clutch size has not 
yet been Iirmly established for kittiwakes, but this study 
provides positive evidence for the link. Reoent food 
~upplsmentation studies in other species are inconsistent 
regarding the influence of food on clutch size. In several 
studies, supplemented birds laid largez clutches (Hogstadt 
1981, Dijkstra st a1. 1982, Powell 1983), but in othsre they 
did not ((von Bromrsen and Jansson 1980, Swald and Rohver 
1982, pool= 1985). Perhaps, as safina st al. (1988) suggest, 
some species are simply more sensitive to fluctuatione in 
food supplies than others. In the long-tern study of 
kittiwakes in northeast England, clutch size was the first 
component of breeding biology to be eignificsntly affected 
by food shortages occurring in the pre-laying period 
(coulson and Thomas 1985a). 
2.5.3 EGG SIZE U I O  SURVIVORSHIP 
Again the results of this study aeo consistent with the 
hypothesis that decreases in prcductivity rerleot rood 
shortage. On Grll Island, eggs decreased significantly in 
size from 1988 to 1990 and from 1990 to 1991, These 
decreases suggest that food levels were low in 1991 an4 also 
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f o r  a t  l e a s t  par t  of the 1990 season, something t h a t  war not 
ebvieue f ren  the  chick growth rate- or chick begging and 
reeding r a t e s  t h a t  year. I n  oontrast,  kittiwake egg volumes 
a t  Nerth Shields decreased only s l i g h t l y  and 
noneignifioantly during a 10-year period of desraased 
herring stocks i n  t h e  North Sea (Coulson end mmarr 1985a). 
me reason for the difference i n  these r e s u l t s  i s  not  a lsar .  
I t  i s  possible t o  tease  out t h e  re la t ive  importance of 
food shortages and timing of breeding in  redusing egg s i r e ,  
through a cowarieon of egg volunes in  early-, middle- and 
la ta- la id  agga. I n  1991, timing of breeding had no 
s igni f icant  e f fec t  on egg s ize ,  but in  1990 there was a 
s igni f icant  decrease in  egg volume from middle- t o  la te- la id  
eggs. This suggests food shortages may save been more eevere 
i n  1991 as eggs were s igni f icant ly  smaller throughout the 
Sea-0". 
The biological e f fec ts  of increased egg s ize  i n  
kittiwakes are increased hatching and fledging sussees 
(Thomas 1983). I n  neither 1990 nor 1991 were there a 
surr ic ient  number of fledged chicks t o  evaluate fledging 
euccees i n  relat3on t o  egg s i r s .  However, where sample s i z e s  
Permitted comparisons, eggs tha t  hatched were s igni f icant ly  
la rger  than those t h a t  did not. 
Hatching 8UCCBSS shoved the  Bane pattern of inter-year 
and inter-colony decreases as clutch s i r e  and egg volumes. 
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coulson and Thomas (1985a) found a progressive decline in 
hatching success (excluding eggs lost to predation) which 
soinsided with ~uspeoted food shortages in the ~pring before 
egg laying. They explained this by suggesting that food 
shortages at this tine affected the oondition of the adults 
and consequently M a  viability of the eggs. In this study, 
it is likely that redused hatching success in kittiwakes was 
caused by higher lsvcls of predation by Herrlng Gulls, which 
were also affected by food shortages. 
The effects of predation can be seen in a aomparison of 
hatching success in the study and control plots in 1991. 
eggs from study plots had poorer survivorehip than eggs rron 
control plots for a number of reasons. Study plots were 
oftan completely surrounded by nesting Herring Gulls and the 
nests ware also easily accessible; in many cases, gulls 
could walk right up to them. Secondly, the study plot neets 
were subject to observer disturbance and despite attempts to 
minimiza this by checking the nests leas often, obeerver 
disturban~e may have contributed to egg loes in the study 
plots. 
The difference in topography hetween study and control 
nests is illustrated in Plate I. Study plots were chosen for 
their ease of aoceas to researchare, while control plots 
were chosen for their ease of observation without 
disturbance to the birds. In retrospect, an effort should 
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have bean made t o  Ehose a control p l o t  t h a t  was similar in  
toppography t o  the study plots.  
The widespread food shortages i n  1991 may have caused 
Herring Gulls t o  exploit a l te rnat ive  sources of food, such 
as kittiwake egge, more vigorously than i n  previous years. 
I n  1991, Herring Gulls were twice seen foraing incubating 
kittiwakes off the i r  neete t o  take t h e i r  eggs and it is 
l ike ly  tha t  t h i s  elso occurred a t  other times. In 1990, 
Herring Gulls were not seen taking eggs. Although predation 
had i t s  most obvious effeot on study plo ts  i n  1991, t h e  
reason for  t h e  overall  reduction i n  hatching success on Gull 
Island may be the insrease i n  the number of nesting Herring 
Gulls from an estimated 2000 pai rs  i n  1968 (Haycock and 
Threlfall  1975) t o  roughly 4000 p a i r s  i n  1989 (cairns e t  a l .  
1989). 
2.5.4 INCUBATION PERIOD 
The mean incubation period on Gull Island vse 
signifioantly longer in  1991 than i n  1970, however t h e  
difference was less  than t h e  documented 151 variation i n  
inoubation lengths within a species (Boersma 1982). Boerana 
(1982) a t t r i w t e d  variation i n  length of inoubation period 
t o  temperature d i f f e r e n ~ e s  due t o  weather or t h e  thermal 
properties of the nest.  For example, increases in  average 
a i r  temperature shorten tha incubation time of the  eggs of 
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House Wrens and chipping sparrows (Kandeigh 1952, Walkinshaw 
1952). In 1991, air tenperatures on Gull Island during 
incubation were approximately 2. C cooler then normal. The 
longer incubation period in 1991 may alao be explained by 
the subjective observation that birds were apparently 
standing over their eggs, rather than incubating, more 
frequently than in 1990. 
It was hypothesized that adults would leave their eggs 
unattended a greater percentage of time when food supplies 
were low, however eggs were left unattended s greater 
proportion of the tine in 1990 than in 1991. In 1991, 
kittiwake adults may have been responding to probable 
inoreased predation pressure by Herring Gulls. However, in 
both years eggs were left unattended longer (4 - 11% of the 
time) than in a study ferried out at North Shields (0.38 of 
the time, coulson and Wooller 1984), perhaps an indication 
of food shortages. 
2.5.5 THE NBSTLING PERIOD 
The ohisk survivorship cvrves for Gull Island provide 
evidence of differenoes in the patterns of fowl shortages 
between the two years of this study. Chick survivorehip 
ourves in 1990 shoved extensive mortality of oldor chick- 
and Observations from a blind indicated that the deaths of 
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these chicks were likely .used by predation by Herring 
DU~ID. masses of chicks older than 20 days were not 
obtained, but this inoreased predation may indicate 
inadequate food supplies at this time. mere may also have 
been a nhortage of food marlier in the breeding season as a 
substantial proportion of chicks younger than 20 days were 
found to be growing slwly. In 1991, most predation occurred 
earlier in the season and relatively few eggs survived to 
hatch. Por those very few chicks which did hatch, the 
survivorship mrva had the customary shape (Paynter 19661, 
with most chick mortality ossurring in tha first two weeks. 
Three quarters of the chicks from the study plots either 
lost mass or railed to gain in 1991. 
The chick murvivorship curves demonstrate the effects 
of observar disturbanoe in 1991, with the marked differenme 
in the slopes of the NrVes for study and con+rol plots. 
Nests were checked every other day in an attempt to minimize 
this disturbance. The difference in chick survivorship 
between study and control plots was not nearly so great in 
1990, even though nests were ohecked daily that year. 
In general, inter-oolony and inter-year comparisons of 
fledging success (proportion of chicks hatched that fledged) 
and chicks fledgedlnest showed the same pattern of deoreasea 
as the previous measures and added weight to the hypothesis 
that decrease= in productivity indicate food shortages. 
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Pledging success was not available for cull ~slacd in 1988, 
but mean number of chieks fledgedlnest seemed to indicate 
redused breading suacess that year when aomparison ram made 
with the highly productive Cape St. Mary's colany in 1990. 
The findings of the analysis of parental attendanss 
patterns during Ehick rearing ware not as hypothesized. 
Adults ware expested to leave their chicks unattended longer 
and at s younger age when food supplies were poorest. Chicks 
were nut seen -eft alone at all in 1991, although sample 
sizes were small. The decreased egg volumes, low percentage 
of 2-egg clutches, relatively large percentage 1f slowly 
growing chicks and the predation by Herring Gulls on older 
kittiwake c h i e s  seem to indicate a rood shortage in 1990 as 
wall, and in that year chioks were occasionally left 
unattended (overall, less than 38 of the time). In 1990, the 
most serious food shortage nay have oosurred during the 
chick rearing period, while in 1991. conditions were 
altogether more severe and bagan earlier as evidenced by the 
greater amount of non-breeding. 
The pattern of attendance at colonies in Newfoundland 
and at the highly successful colony in North Shields seems 
to be different from that seen at colonies that routinely 
experience food shortages. At North shields (Hedges 1969). 
chioks were constantly attended until the age of 15-14 dsya 
and On Gull Island in 1990, they were left alone less than 
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28 of the time up to 20 days of age and only 77 of the time 
aftee that. In Alaska, Roberts and Hatch (1993) reparted 
that chicks from 21-30 days old were left alone roughly 201 
of the tins, while older chicks ware left unattended 40% of 
the tiw. Barrett and Runda (1980) made eimilar observations 
on Runde, Norway. Produotivity in Alaska was 0.2 chickslnast 
(Robsrts and Hatch 1993), compared With 0.4 chicks/nart on 
G ~ l l  Island. 
The conclusinns drawn from the analysis of attendance 
patterns relies on the assumptions that most of the time an 
ad111t is away from the nest is spent in pursuit of food and 
that adults spend as much time as possible at the nest. 
Potential benefits of nest site attendance include 
protection of the young, defense and retention of the site, 
and communication and coordination of activities between 
mates. As central place foeagers (Orians and Peerson 1979). 
breeding kittiwakes should show flexibility in M e  length OP 
their feeding t r i m  with changing food resouroes. 
Contrary to expectation, there was no significant 
differsnce in feeding rates between the two years in this 
study, however there m y  have been differences in bolus 
size. Sane species, B U E ~  as the C-on Murre, have time 
budgets that are sufficiently flexible to permit them to 
respond to fluctuations in prey levels by spending more time 
foraging and also by taking more of other species of fish 
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(Burger and Pistt 1990). In support of this interpretation, 
there was an apparent lsek of change in reproductive sucfesm 
of mrres and puffins, both diving feeders, in wit lea^ Bay 
in 1991 (chardine, pers. c m . ) .  Gush Slexibility may not be 
possible for kittiwakes who are waller and capable of 
feeding only at the surfaoe. 
It is often difficult to make comparisons with feeding 
rates in ether studies as the definition of a feed m y  not 
be direotly comparable. In Alaska (Roberts and Ratch 1993). 
kittiwakes were fed at the rate of 0.4 boluses pair' h" in 
the year they experienoed almost complete breeding failure. 
This is roughly comparable to the value obtained in this 
study, 0.5 M1uS.S pair' h" for 16 daylight h. Two studisa 
done in tha United Kingdom (Pearson 1968, Galhraith 1983) 
documented higher feeding rates than were obtained on Gull 
Island. on the Psrne Islands, Pearson (1968) recorded a 
feeding rate of 5 to 8 feeds brood" day' for 1 and 2 chick 
broods respectively, in an 18 h day. Pearson (1968) did not 
state the average bolus number per feed, however if each or 
his feeds consisted of a single bolus, 8 feedelday would 
approximate that obtained in this study. Paeda rarely 
consisted of a single bolus in this study and it is likely 
that they were also larger on the Farne Islands, leading to 
a higher feeding rate in the Pearson (1968) study. On the 
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I s l e  of Way, kitt iwake chisXs received 3.7 feeds  br&.l day' 
i n  a l o  h period (Galbraith 1983). I t  must be noted t h a t  i n  
none of these s tvdies  was holus s ize  evaluated. 
me frequency and success of chick begging was obtained 
as an additional measure of chick hunger and provided c l e a r  
evidence for  severe food shortages i n  1991. Chim begging i n  
1991 Wa8 twioe a8 frequent a6 i n  1990 and averaged 1.1 bouts 
pair '  W'. Only 19% of begging bouts were sucsess lu l  (ended 
i n  ohiok feeding) i n  1991, conparad with 38% i n  1990.  I n  a 
year of low productivity,  Roberts and Hatch (1993) recorded 
228 of begging bouts as being succeseful, while t h e  previous 
year, a g o d  year f o r  kitt iwake productivity in t h e  Pac i f ia ,  
35% of beggic- bouts were successful. At b e s t  however, 
P a ~ i f i c  kittiwakes have low productivity compared with 
populations i n  regions of the northeastern At lan t io  (Hatch 
e t  al .  1991). 
I n  summary, var ia t ion  i n  kitt iwake behaviour and 
breeding biology indiaated differanoes i n  food supply 
between years and perhaps between locations. The mean laying 
date was l a t e r ,  c lu tch  sizes were smaller, eggs were 
s m l l e r ,  hatching and fledging sllcsess had decreased and 
c h i d s  fa i led  t o  g a i n  mass i n  1991, Atrongly suggesting food 
shortage that  year. The behavioural evidence f o r  food 
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shortage was mixed. Chicks begged more intensely and had 
fewer SUEEeSSfUl begging bouts in 1991, but t h e r e  were no 
s igni f icant  difierenfes between years in  chick feeding ra te  
or parental attendance pat terns  during incubation o r  chick 
rearing. Reports of low catcher of cod, cold water 
temperatures and delayed lipawning and decreased biomaas of 
capelin gave independent evidence t h a t  food shortages 
~ c c u r r e d  i n  1991. 
The breeding suoaess of Black-legged Kittiwakes was 
s igni f i sant ly  lower on Gull Island i n  1990 and 1991 compared 
t o  t h a t  experienoad i n  1969 and 1970. This de0rea.e had 
begun a t  l e a s t  by 1988, as evidenced by the  lower percentage 
af 2-egg clutches and low number of chicks fledgedlnest.  
P a r t  of t h e  reason f o r  the  overall  decrease may be t h e  
increase i n  the number of nesting Herring Gulls,  however 
behavioural and biological evidence clearly point  t o  food 
shortage a s  being t h e  reason for  t h e  l w  breading success of 
kittiwakes in 1991 a t  both Cape St. nary's and Cull Island. 
The poor productivity of  Herring Gulls in  1991 ~ u g g e s t s  t h a t  
they were also  af fea ted  by food shortage and coneequently 
may have been preying more heavily on kittiwake eggs and 
young Man in previous years. Faad shortage may a lso  have 
been an important cause of t h e  low productivity of 
kittiwakes on Cull I s land i n  1990, as show in  the la, 099 
volumes and the low percentage of 2-egg c lu tches  compared 
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with 1969/1970. In 1990, food shortage seemed to be 
localized as reproductive suooess was high at Cape St. 
Mary's. 
The different components of breeding success differed 
in their sensitivity to reduced food supplies. nean laying 
date, chick growth rates and proportion of successful 
bagging bouts may be the bast indicators of variation in 
reeding conditions; they ehowrd clear significant 
differences between years, and decreases in these values 
have few alternate explanations. Decreases in olutch riize, 
egg volume, perEentage of occupied nests with eggs, and 
fledging success function less wall art indicators of food 
shortages as they may also be variously explained by timing 
of becsding, changes in the age structure of the population 
or predation. When assessing chick :==ding rates it is 
important to take inro asccunt food type and bolus size to 
get an indication of amount fed. Components of breeding 
SUCE~SS sharing no significant differences between coloniea 
or years were incubation period and parental attendance 
during incubation and chick rearing, suggesting low 
sensitivity to reduced fo2d supply. Alaskan studies have 
shown reduced parental attendance during extreme food 
Shortages, but these colonies may not have had the kind of 
scoassibility for predation that occurred on Gull Islend, 
where the heavy predation of Herring Gulls nay have kept 
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parental attendance high. Hatshing success did .how 
Bignificant differences between oolonies and years, however 
it is likely that reductions were caused by high levels of 
predation, driven by food shortage, rather than food 
shortage direotly. 
The evidence that food shortage was responsible for the 
low breeding success of Black-legged Kittiwakes is mostly 
~ircumstantial but, taken as a whole, convinsing. This study 
also suggests the importance of capelin for surfaae-feeding 
seabirds in M e  Witless Bay Eaological Reserve. Should an 
insreasad commercial fishery for capelin develop, it is 
essential for the integrity of the marine ecosystem in this 
ares to allocate an adequate portion of the biomass to 
seabirds. 
Schedule of visits to study colonies in 1990 and 1991 and 
sample sizes of nests studied. 
Table 2-2 
Sampling effort for behavioural data at Gull Island 
in 1990 and 1991. 
&&& Nest-hours -rider of nests X number of hours 
obeerved. 
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Table 2-3 
The timing of breeding of Black-legged Rittiwakee at Cape 
st. Mary's (csn) and Gull Island (GI), Newfoundland in rive 
years between 1968 and 1991. 
' data not available for C6M '91 and GI '88 
'maunder and ~hrelc.11 1972 
' Maundu and Threlfall 1972 
' back-caloulated from the mean hatching date 
' foward-calculated from tho mean laying date 
t = 2.10. df = 159, p c 0.05 
GI 1990 vs. GI 1991 t = 3.21, df - 192, p < 0.01 
-1 (study) t ~ 0 . 5 2 ,  df = e l ,  n.S. 
GI 1990 vs. GI 1991 (control) t - 1.17, df - 78, n.~. 
GI 1991 (study) vs. (control) L = 4.27, df - 20, 9 c 0.101 
Sample aizes not available for GI 1969, 1970 and CsM 1990. 
Black-legged Kittiwake clutch size composition at Cape st. 
Mary's (CSM) and Gull Island (GI) in 1969. 1970, 1988, 
1990 and 1991. 
'Maunder and Threlfall 1972 
' Chatman 1989 and J.M. Porter, pers. conm. 
pNPARISON a - S O U R E D  E 
GI '69, '70 Vs. GI I 8 8  21.01 2 t 0.00 
GI '88 v6. GI ,90 2.51 2 0.29 
GI '90 VB. GI '91 11.02 a 0.00 
CSH '90 VB. CSH '91 32.28 2 * 0.00 
CSM ,90 Vs. GI -90 28.40 2 * 0.00 
csn '91 vs. GI '91 0.68 i 0.41 
seasonal trends in  lack-legged Kittiwake clutch size in 1990 and 1991 
in early, middle and late laib eggs. 
uete. s+ati.eic.l test .  d m  on t.bu1at.d data, n n m  .horn rare- of -(.on 
-
19901 w x y  - 18 *ry - 29 *y, - 30 IUY - 1% ~um-. I r a  - n rune - 23 ~un. 
19911 e ~ l y  - 27 m y  - 6 anr d e l e  - 7 June - 18 June. late - 19 June - 29 am-* 
19901 elrly - 9 My - 15 my, nlddle - 16 May - 23 my. late - 24 Hay - 30 Say 
Table 2-6 
Changes i n  the  pmportions of oocupied nests with eggs for 
Blask-legged Kittiwakes s t  cape St. Mary's (C911) and Gull 
Island (GI) i n  196911970, 1988, 1990 and 1991. 
' Maunder and Threlfall 1972 
' Chatnan 1989 and J.H. Porter, p r a .  corn. 
GI 1969/1970 
GI 1988 
GI 1990 
GI 1991 study 
CSM 1990 
CSM 1990 
CSM 1991 
GI 1988 
GI 1990 
GI 1991 a11 
1991 control 
CSW 1991 
GI 1990 
GI 1991 a11 
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Table 2-7 
Seasonal trends in Black-legged Kittiwake egg volunes on 
0 ~ 1 1  =eland in 1990 and 1991 in early, middle and late 
laid eggs. 
' 19901 oazly - I8 Hay - 19 my, alddle - 30 my - 11 June, 
lato - 11 June - 13 June 
199.1 early 1 27 my - 6 June. mlddle = 7 June - 19 June 
1.t. - 19 June - 19 Juns 
' Student-Nman-Xeul. multiple comparl.on beet 
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Table 2-8 
Comparisons of Black-legged KittivsXe egg volumes (cc) from 
Gull Island, and their relationship to hatching and fledging 
mUcceBs. 
' p represent. .Ipniflc.ns. 1.vs1 I" tuo-.mp1. t-t..t. 
Table 2-9 
Black-legged Kittiwake egg Catss from Gull Island 
in 1990 and 1991. 
An inter-colony and interyear comparison of hatding 
suocess at Cape St. nary's (CSM] and Gul l  I s l a n d  (GI) 
i n  1969. 1S70. 1990 and 1991. 
' NaYndeX and T h r e l f a l l  1972 
con ma rise^ 
Table 2-11 
An inter-colony and inter-year conparison of fledging 
eucsees in Black-lagged Kittiwakes at Cape St. Maryjs (CSM) 
and Gull Island (GI) in 1969. 1970, 1990 and 1991. 
' Maunder and Threlfall 1972 
' Chatman 1989 and J.M. Porter, pers. corn. 
EDrmarison chi-sauaresEYum 
GI 1970 VS. GI 1990 9.55 + 0.002 
GI 1990 vs. GI 1991 control 0.67 
GI 1990 vs. GI 1991 a11 
0.41 
0.001 0.97 
CSM 1990 Ve. CSM 1991 
CSM 1990 VS. GI 1990 
6-21 0.01 
29.95 
CSM 1991 VB. GI 1991 control 0.57 
* 0.001 
CSM 1991 vs. GI 1991 a11 
0.15 
2.13 0.14 
Black-legged Kittiwake parental attendanse patterns during 
oDicX reariw, Cu.11 Island, 1990 and 1991. 
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Table 2-13 
The rate ot  ~laok-legged Kittiwake chick kgging bouts and 
the percentage that resulted i n  a feed on Gull Island in  
1990 and 1991. 
Table 2-14 
The feeding rate (number of bolusesfh) oL Blaok-legged 
Kittiwake chicks ascording to ags on Gull Island in 
1990 and 1991. 
- 
0 - 5 daye t - 0.70, df - 20, p = 0.49 
6 - 20 daye t = 0.25, df - 20, p = 0.80 
Overall t - 0.54, df - 25, p - 0.59 
Cape st. Mary's 
n ure 2 I. Locations of Cape st. Ma s an( 
8u11 ~iandsea,, coIonies. inset stows 
location of study siles on Gull Island 
Gull Island 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Time of day 
Time of doy 
Figure 2-2 - Number of hours of behaviourol 
obnervaflon in relation to lime of day on Gull 
Ielond In 1990 (18/6 - 23/6. 9/7 - 1/8) 
and 1991 (24/6 - 30/6. 3/7 - 17/7). 
Laying dote 
June 
5 20 
- 
B 15 
F = 10 
5 
0 
Loying dote 
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Figure 2-3 - Loying date (date first eggs laid) 
distribution for Black-legged Kittiwakes on 
Cull Island in 1990 and 1991. 
9 13 17 21  25 29 2 6 10 14 IS 22 26 30 
May Laying date 
Figure 2-4 - Loying date (dole first eggs loid) 
distribution for Block-legged Kittiwakes ol 
Cope St. Mary's in 1990. 
Figure 2-5 - Block-iegged Kittiwake egg volumes from 
Gull Island (1969. Maunder and Threlfall 1972; 1988. 
J.M. Porter, pars. comm.: 1990-1991, this study). 
+ 1990. A + B eggs F = 3.94, df = 2.33, p = 0.03 
0 1991, A + B eggs F = 0.70, dt = 2,42, p = 0.50 
Figure 2-6 - Seasonal trends In Black-legged Klttlwake 
egg volumes on Gull Island in 1990 and 1991 In early-, 
middle- or lotc-loid eggs. Sample sizes indicated. 
ngure 2-7 - Block-legged Kiifiaoke egg survivorship 
curves on Gull Island In 1991. 
\-,. 
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Figure 2-8 - Chick survivorship curves for Black-legged 
Kilfiwaksr on Gull Island In 1990 and 1991. 
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Flgure 2-9 - Growth rates of Block-legged Kittiwake 
chicks during the period of lineor growth 
(6 - 20 days) on Gull Island in 1990. 
Figure 2-10 - Block-legged Kifliwoke chick mosses fmm 
Gull lslond in 1990 vnd 1991. 
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Plate 2-1 Repre~entati~e study and control plots on Cull 
Island: 
V p p r  - study plot P 
LoYBI' - EDntrOl plot  I. 
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Chapter 3 
INTER-OBSERVER RELIABILITY 
3.1. ABSTRACT 
nata  I n  a mtudy of th. functim. of court.bLp fluding i n  slack- 
1.gwd K 1 t t i n L . s  m obtm1n.d throuqh eontlnuou. ..npllnq of 18 -.*. 
by two observer.. 3 b  .smB Inkerobeerver  mlImbIlIty, oorr.larIon. 
WBIe E a l N l l t e d  on count. Of rh. d i f ferent  Mnmure. obtained by munnlng 
t h e  I E e W e n ~ l e s  of th.8 dlffmrsnt bshavlour patterns over each hovr (I 
- 16 h) f o r  each of the t m  ebssrvsr. uorklng ooncu.r.nt1y. I f  
corrrrlatimm In t h e  ralatIv.ly small r e l l a b l l I t y  e.nplss ware I-, 
.ePa=LTB plot. made for  each Ob.BmB1, Udnq th. .ntIr. data  met (n 
- 190.5 h), to m s s  11 poor observer mgraewnt warn sonf~mad.  
vsr l lb ls .  which soorad r e l i a b l y  (conmlstent .gnanmr bstwsen 
Ob..rvslm when msmsurlng the  euae bshavlour on the cur osc..lon) rmr. 
adul t  return. to t h e  n e ~ t  and sopulatIonm, a~though .grennenr f o r  
oopu1at1on artan*. v. weak. sea.on.1 change. I" th. me." number of 
~1oac.1 contact. p.r munr ~ h m s d  er1dw.c. of random .rror. uhil. t h e  
t h n e  var iables  a..osIarsd d t h  cwumhIp f n d l n g  (bedlnq bout./h. food 
bolu.em/h and food bolu.eqcourt~h1p feeding bout) a11 .holr.d m1d.n~. 
of @ystematlc error. .wd solIsI rar lon bout./h shousd svldsnc. of W t h  
=."doc, and .y.tnnrtie .rror.. Th. I',plIs.rlon. Of th. r..u1t. f o r  kh. 
cour tship  feeding .rudy ".dM d.p."dInp upon t h e  t y p  Of .rror .h- I" 
t h e  coding of .p.DtIC*l.rr.21.b1. ."d t h e  wemrionm t o  b..n.rr.d. 
Bxtens1.a t n l n l n g  for  1nexperI.nced obmsr.sr., f r r r  n.tm, 
l a w r  rel1ab111t:- munple and w1m.r cbolc. of v.rlabl.. to ..cord m i d  
Iwrovm mnt~r-obee-r r e l i a b r l r t y .  TI). ~ . ~ 1 t .  of thl. mtudy und.rl11~ 
t h e  Importance of .s.mInq inter-obmerver rell.bIlIty I n  t h e  col1.ctle.n 
of h.h.rrlour.1 at. .nd arm. for 9reate.r .tt.ntion t o  th1. I.". 
This  study o t  inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y  was made i n  
the  oontext of an examination of courtship feeding i n  Blaok- 
leggaa KittiwaXes, carried out a t  Cape St. Mary's, 
Nevfoundland in Hay, 1990 (Chapter 4 ) .  in order t o  a s s e s s  
the  influence of observer b ias  on the  resul t=  of the 
courtship feeding study. This was done as t h e  pr inc ip le  
inves t iga tor  vss nev t o  t h e  study or seabird behaviour, and 
as p r i o r  research experience gained observing and recording 
the  behaviour of human infants  had emphasized t h e  importance 
or inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y  i n  the col lec t ion  of 
behavioural data. 
Moat researchers who have reviewed ~bservat ional  
measurement issues have d e a l t  wi th  t h e  concept of 
r e l i a b i l i t y  (Johnson and Bolstad 1973, Hollenback 1978, Car0 
e t  a l .  1979, mrt i l l  end Bateson 1986). The issues 
surrounding r e l i a b i l i t y  i n  observational researoh comprise a 
s e r i e s  of in ter re la ted  problems, and research on these 
problems i s  sketchy and sca t tered  throughout the  l i t e r a t u r e  
of several disoiplines. 
F i r s t l y ,  definition i s  s problem because meanings given 
t o  terms such as %ggreement," "accuracy," "precision," and 
even l lreliabilityn vary i n  prac t ica l  usage from author t o  
author (Reber 1985, Martin and Bateson 1986). This confusion 
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i n  terminology ref lec ts  a fa i lure  t o  integrate t radi t ional  
prryahomstric theories of r e l i a b i l i t y  with s theory of 
observ~ltion. The t e n  "psyshometris" r e f e r s  to t h e  mental 
tes t ing  of human beinge, for  example assessment of 
personality, t h e  evaluation ef in te l l igence  or t h e  
determination of aptitudes. Rel iabi l i ty  i n  a psychometrio 
sense i s  t h e  re la t ive  absence of random errors i n  s 
measuring instrument ( i n  observational rasearch, the  
observer is t h e  primary instrument). An instrument tha t  .an 
be used with precision on a repeated bas is  i s  consistent and 
re l iable .  
I n  t h i s  chapter, t h e  theory underlying observational 
research is assumed t o  be Eongruant with t radi t ional  
psyohonatric theory, however it should be pointed out t h s t  
there  is a fundamental difference batmen these two 
theories. When behavioue i s  sampled psychomstrically, it is 
u s u ~ ~ l l y  assumed t h a t  each person's reeponsa t o  any 
par t icular  item on a t e s t  i s  independent of t h e i r  responses 
t o  other items. I n  ebsarvational samples, the bshaviour 
sampled i s  ueually interrelated. One of t h e  reasons f o r  
doing observational research may be t o  look f o r  theme 
rel.ation8 among behaviour patterns. The difference between 
these two meaeurement theor ies  needs t o  be fu l ly  explored 
before it is possible t o  apply t h e  concept of r e l i a b i l i t y  
equally t o  both. Nevertheless, t h e  t radi t ional  psychometric 
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concept of reliability can provide a atandard foe meaeuring 
tie performance of observational theory and measurement. 
A concept Often confused with reliability is validity - 
does the instrument of measurement measure what it purports 
to measure, or more generally, the property of being true. 
correct and in conformity with reality. Valid measures are 
asourate and spesifio, while reliable measures era precise. 
Accuracy and precision are not synonymous; accuracy 
indicates freedom from systematis errors (bias), while 
precision means randon error is small. 
Inter-observer reliability measures the extent to which 
two or nore observers obtain similar results when measuring 
the same behaviour on the same occasion. If the two 
observers aonsistently show relatively high agreement, it ie 
assumed that the observations reflect the subject's 
performance relatively accurately. Although accuracy of 
observations is frequently infaned from inter-observer 
agreement, it is not actually tested. Accuraey usually 
refers to the extent to whish observations scored by an 
observer match those of a predetermined standard for the 
same data. Confusion arises bocsuse many researchers 
discussing reliability in the aontext of bahavioural 
observations generally feel that it enconpasees b t h  
aewracy and 0onsisteni:y (Johnson and Bolstad 1973, Hartmann 
1977, Hollenbeck 1978, Car0 et al. 1979). 
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The optimal reliability statistic varies with the 
sampling teahnique. In this study, aontinuoue mampling 
(Altmsnn 1974) was used; the subject was watched 
continuously and all behaviour was recorded against a time 
base. A de~i~ion that needs to be made with continuourn 
sampling is whether to assess reliability on a per subject 
basis (in this case, nest), or whether to use total 
frequenoias of a behaviour in a particular time period. An 
example will clarify this problem. It could be the oase that 
each observer reoords 20 instanoes of "adult returns to the 
nest" in 1 h, butthere was no nest for which they agreed 
that an adult had returned. Looking at total frequencies, 
the agreement would be perfect. but for individual 
o~mrrenoes, it would be zero. Although such an extreme 
example ia unlikely to OCNZ, it is clear that these two 
methods =an give widely differing results. Inter-observer 
reliability should be calculated at the level and for the 
time period in whish the data will ultimately be analyzed 
(Hartmann 1977, Caro et al. 1919). For this study, behaviovr 
war analyzed in terms of total freymenciesjh or ratesjh (see 
Chapter I ) ,  so reliability was calculated on thasa totals 
over the same time period. 
A correlation coefficient is the moet appropriate 
method for the estimation of inter-observer reliability for 
continuoue sampling. m e  moet commonly used reliability 
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statistic, persent agreement between two observers, is not 
muitable for f~ntinuous sampling because a decision must be 
made about bow far apart in time the events can occur in the 
two records to be considered an agreement. Wen thlugh the 
variables used in this study have the propertiee of a ratio 
scale, the nonparametric Spearman r a m  correlation (r.) Was 
ohosen as it is better suited to working with small sample 
sizes (Nartin and Bateson 1986 ) ,  and while slightly lees 
powerful than the Pearson conelation coefficient, it is 
more robust to violations of assumptions of normality and 
homogeneity of variance. 
A correlation indicates the degree of linear 
association between two measures (or variables). when 
assessing the "orrelations to follow, statistisal 
significhnca is important, but the strength of association, 
as sham in the r. value, must also be evaluated. For 
paremetrio oorrelatlons (for example the Pearson r) a method 
exists for calculating the minimum strength of correlation 
which is acceptable in indicating the reliability of two 
observer's observations. This method utilises the r', or 
coofficisnt of determination. With a minimum aorrelation of 
0.7, approximately 501 of the varianoe in one set of soores 
is accounted for statistically by the other set of scores, 
sinoe r' - 0.7' - 0.49. These are rough guidelines only, as 
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no magi. figure exists below which nothing is rellable and 
above which all measures are acceptable. Acceptability 
depends on eeveral factors, including the importance of the 
categmy and the ease with which it can be measured. As the 
spearman rank correlation yields similar values to the 
Pearson correlation when calculated for the same data (Sokal 
end Rohlf 1981). r. = 0.7 will be taken as the minimum 
acoeptable level for reliability in this study. To 
summarize, if a given correlation is significant, but r. c 
0.7. than the measure is not considered to have adequate 
inter-observer reliability, q values greater than 0.7, but 
not statistically significant, also indicate inadequate 
reliability. 
There are a few additional points to consider when 
using correlation ooefficients. The test samples used to 
assess reliability should be repreeentative samples of the 
behaviour that is actually measured in the study, and 
reliability should be measured under the normal conditions 
of the study (caro et al. 1979). This means that if 
behavioursl samples are normally recorded from live animals, 
rather than videotapes, samplee Boored for reliability must 
be obtained in the same way. Pinally, note that the level of 
statistical significance of the correlations says little 
about the degree of reliability, because the level of 
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significance depends on the sample size as wall ae the 
strength of association. Provided it is signifisant, the 
size of the correlation coeffisiant, not its level of 
significanoe, is what matters. For example a correlation of 
0.5 would represent a poor degree of reliability, yet this 
correlation is highly mtmtistically significant (p < 0.001) 
with a sample size > 26 pairs, or in s more extreme case, 
with a 82rmple size of 100, a correlation of 0.20 is 
ststistically significant (p < 0.05) but represents a weak 
association (r:- 0.04; i.e., only 4% of the variation in 
one measure is ascounted for by variation in the other). 
Correlation ooerricients have an important limitation 
pointed out by Johnson and Bolstad (1973) and Mash and 
MoElwee, (1974): as only random components contribute to 
error to reduce r valuce, if ona observer consistently 
overestimates behavioural rates relative to the other 
observer it is still possible to obtain high ~orre1ati.n 
coefficients even though agreement is poor. Thim differense 
can be large, but if it is consistently in one direction, 
the correlation will be high. This observer bise can be 
assessed using the t-test of the difference between the 
correlated SEO~BS. 
A further factor affecting reliability that will be 
examined here is the frequenay of ocourrenoe of a particular 
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behaviour pattern. It might be expected t h a t  events 
oocurring a t  a low frequenoy w i l l  be lens l i k a l y  t o  be 
detected, while rapidly occurring hehaviovr pa t terns  w i l l  
a l s o  lead t o  biased repor ts  because it may be physically 
impossible t o  resord a l l  events i f  they are oocvrring a t  a 
high rate. Foe each observer there w i l l  be an optimal range 
of frequencies a t  which behaviour patterns can be acored 
most a c ~ u r e t e l y .  Thebe  value^ may vary with t h e  experience 
of t h e  observers and t h e  amount of t ra in ing they reseive. 
3.3.1 STUDY SITE 
This work was car r ied  out a t  Cape St. Maryv=, 
Newfoundland (4s050,N and 54'12'w), using a group of 28 nsets 
located on a c l i f f  face 75 - 100 a above t h e  sea. The birds  
were vizwed with 8.5 x 44 binoculars from a location 
approximately 2 5  m away from, and s l i g h t l y  above, t h e  nests.  
NO blind was used as t h e  presence of observers d id  not 
appear t o  af fec t  t h e  birds. Pol: more information on t h i s  
s i t e  and a map showing t h e  location see sec t ion  2.3.1 and 
s igure  2-1. 
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3.3.2 COWlECTION OF DATA 
3.3.2.1 Schedule of Observations and Sampling Effort 
TO assess inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y ,  two observers 
ecored behaviour pa t terns  defined f o r  use i n  t h e  study of 
t h e  function of courtship reeding i n  Blsck-legged Kittiwakes 
(Chapter 4). me observers rrimultane~uely scored eventa 
taking place in  t h a  same nes ts  (N - 28) i n  6 sessions 
ranging i n  length from 1.3 h t o  3 h. The sassions were 
scheduled Over 4 daye between 8 May and 31 my. 1990 t o  
cover the beginning, middle and end of the  data collection 
period. Theso dates were aeleetmd t o  evaluate observer 
d r i f t ,  the  tendency ef o b s e ~ e r s  t o  change the  manner i n  
which they apply t h e  def in i t ions  of t h e  behaviour pa t terns  
war time (Kazdin 1971). The sessions soercd by two 
observers represented 8% (16.0 hl190.5 h) of the  t o t a l  hours 
of observation. 
mr t h e  remainder of the obeervations (174.5 h), the  
observers worked i n  ro ta t ing  s h i f t s  (mean length = 2.9 h) 
throughout the  day, a l te rnat ing  from day t o  day i n  taking 
the  f i r s t  s h i f t .  This was t o  ensure tha t  each observer 
contributed equally t o  data collected a t  a l l  t imes of the  
day.  
Prior t o  8 May, efforts were nada t o  standardise 
observations between observers. Their t ra in ing included 
watching a short film of adul t  kittiwakes engaging i n  
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courtship behaviours after reading descriptions or theea 
bahaviovr patterns in Paludan (1955) and Cramp (1983). six h 
were then spent at the study site in discussion and praetice 
with the epecific ~oding scheme and data sheets to be used. 
After this time, there was no further comparison or 
omunication between observers. If observers conaiatently 
work together and emunisate, they may develop similar 
variations of the original behavioural definitions. Thus, 
observer drift 08Y occur even though inter-observar 
agreement has been maintained. 
3.3.2.2 Behavioural Observations 
Kittiwake courtship behaviour patterns were monikored 
using continuous (all occurrences) sampling (Altmann 1974): 
the subjects were vetchad continuously and the frequency and 
duration of all behaviours were recorded. At the beginning 
of their shifts, obr-rvars began by scanning the nests to 
look for courtship feeding or copulation. If neither 
activity was seen, the observer waited for the next 
returning adult to begin recording. Courtship feeding and 
copulation occurred sufficiently it.--aymently that it was 
possible to record all occurrences of each behsviour, 
although if these cvents occurred ~imultaneously at 
different nests, details such as food boluses and oloacsl 
contacts could only be resorded ror the first neat noticed. 
A complete list of the behavimr patterns scored for each 
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n e ~ t  was as fellows: 
- male and female returns to the nest (with or without 
nesting material) 
- greeting ceremony (spontaneous or following a return) 
- food solicitation (head-tossing plus female food 
begging) * 
- feeding boutslh 
- food boluseslfeeding bout 
- copulation attempts * 
- oopulation aucceosas * 
- oloacal contactslmount 
.ihe asterisked items were those which eventually proved 
useful in evaluaticq hypotheses about the function of 
courtehip feeding, and with the addition of adult returns, 
were the variables subjected t o  reliability analyses. 
Behsviours were considered to be within the same 
Beqyenoe if they followed within 2 min of the previous 
behaviour, and s food bolus was defined as any disorete 
packet of food swallowed by the female, no matter what the 
6iZe. A S U C E ~ S S ~ U ~  ~opulation was a mount with cloaoal 
contact, while an attempted oopulation was a mount without 
cloaca1 contact. Names and descriptions of these behaviour 
patterns follow those given by Paludan (1955) and selected 
-potations from his paper can be found in Appendix A. 
3 .3 .3  RNALYSES OF DATA 
In the field, data ware recorded by hand on check 
sheets and then entered into the mainframe computer (VAX/ws 
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system) st Memmial University of Newfoundland. SPSS-X 
(statimtical Package for the Smisl Sciences, BPS6 In. 
1988) was used for the statistical analyses and Sigoaplot, 
Version 4.01, (Janael Corporation 1990) was used for 
graphing. 
with the data collected during the reliability 
sampling, founts of different dependent measures 1e.g. 
sour+ship feeds, copulation attempts) were obtainod by 
summing the frequensies of these different behaviour 
patterns over each h (N = 16 h). Eaoh pair of scores (1.e. 
values for observer 1 and observer 2) was plotted, so that 
any syatemstie hiaaea In the data oould be seen. If 
agreement was good, M a  points should olumtar around the 
line y-x. The two 0bseNera' score6 Were then correlated 
using the Spearman rank order statistic and if the 
correlation was statistically signifisant and r. > 0.7. 
agreement between observers was considered to be 
satisfactory. In the following discussion of the results, 
this "y-xm plot was drawn for each variable and will be the 
first figure presented for each of the variables. 
If r. values (calsulated from the reliability Sample 
alone) were low foe any variables, plots were dens for each 
observer, using the entire data pet, to see whether poor 
agreement in the relatively emall amount of data sampled for 
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inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y  warn reflected in  t h e  data s e t  as 
a whole. Thie second graph, shown foe Only nome cf t h e  
dependent variables, has a d i f ferent  Son, from t x a t  of the 
f i r s t  graph and share seasonal t ren8s  i n  the r a t e  of 
ocourrence of t h e  d i f ferent  courtship behaviour pa t terns  for  
each observer plotted separately. This was done t o  assess 
differences between t h e  observers when data were summarized 
i n  the form desired f o r  t h e  funotional analysis of courtship 
feeding i n  chapter 4. 
To create these grrphs, data were pooled over two-day 
in tervals  from 1 4  days before 899 laying t o  10 days a f t e r  
laying. Rateslh were ce l fu la ted  for  each tvo-day in terval  
f o r  each kittiwake p a i l  and a mean of t h e  ra tes  lo r  a l l  
individual pa i rs  in  eash two-day period was then obtained. 
This sane process was used t o  generate the graphs i n  chapter 
4 ,  b u t t h e r e  t h e  two observers' data were oombined, while in  
t h i s  chapter they were eeparated. Observers' values f o r  each 
day re la t ive  t o  egg laying were aorrs la tad  and t - t e s t a  f o r  
Paired samples (two-tailed) were done t o  evaluate t h e  
significanoe of any observer bias. A parametric s t a t i s t i c  
was deemed appropriate here, as with only a few exceptions 
t h e  dependent variables were normally d is t r ibuted  and 
displayed hmogeneity of variances (rood s o l i c i t a t i o n  - 
variances not homogeneous, food bolusee/bout - not  normally 
d is t r ibuted) .  A paired t e a t  vne chosen because both 
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observers were observing the same population, although not 
at the same tine. 
To asseem the effect of frequency of occurrence on the 
relia,ility of recording of particular behaviours, plots 
were made of the average frequency of the two observes 
against the ratio of tho smaller value/larger value for aaoh 
variable. as outlined by Car0 et 111. (1979). 
In this eection, each of the dependent Variables will 
be discussed in the sequenaa in which the behsvlovr patterns 
normally occur. The first figure for each variable uses data 
collected during the reliability sampling (N - 16 h), while 
the second figure, if it exists, consists of seasonal plots 
using the entire data set (N = 190.5 h). 
1. Adult returns to the nest: 
Inter-obse~ler agreement was high and significant (r.-  
0.80, n - 16, p < 0.001) and points clustered cloaely around 
the y-x line (Figure 3-1). Therefore, it appears that this 
variable was ecored reliably and no further analysis was 
done. 
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2. Adult returns followed by food solicitation: 
m o d  solicitation bouts included instances cf head- 
tossing andlor female food begging following adult returns 
to the nest. Virtually all food solicitation bout. ocsurred 
following adult returns; they were seen to occur 
spontaneously on only a few occasions. Intee-observer 
agreement was law and not significant (r. - 0.37, n = 16, p 
- 0.08) and there was a tendency for observer 2 to score 
more of these than observer 1 (Figure 3-11. when seasonal 
plots were made using the entira data eet, not just the 16 h 
reliability sample, a ~oneiatent differense between the two 
observers wae obvious (Figure 3-3). The r, value was 
moderate and not significant (r. - 0.48, n - 13, p - 0.10) 
and a paired groups t-test showed a highly significant 
differonse between observers (t - 3.29, df = 12, p - 0.007). 
Though the absolute rates differed, similar seasonal trends 
were obtained by both observers. 
3. Courtship feeding bouts/h: 
As shown by the Spearman correlation, inter-observer 
agreement war low, negative and not signifissnt (r.- -0.14, 
n - 16. p - 0.32) and there seamed to be evidence of e 
tendency for observer 2 to see aora feeds in each hour than 
observer 1 (Figure 3-4). The bias was seen olaarly wnen the 
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data set as a whole was plotted (Figure 3-5). Becaume thim 
difference was 80 consimtent, the correlation ooefiioient 
was very high an& signifisant (r, - 0.94, n - 13, p < 0.01) 
and on its m indicated good reliability, m t  a paired 
groups t-test indicated the 2 observers scored signifioantly 
differently (t - 3.51. df - 12, p - 0.004). Again it must be 
nosed that both observers obtained similar seasonal 
patterns, though the absolute rates dirrered, 
4. F w d  bolusealh: 
Prom the reliability sample, intar-observer agreement 
for food boluses/h was also low (e. - 0.05, n - 16, p - 
0.43) and there was the same oonsistent bias between 
observers (Figure 3-6). In the eeasonal plots using the 
entire data set (Figure 3-7), the two observere were 
moderately but significantly correlated (r, - 0.59, n - 13, 
p c 0.05). however, the dirference in ssoring was again 
signifisant in a paired groups t-test (t - 2.16, df - 12, P 
- 0.051. 
5. Mean boluseslfeeding bout: 
~nter-observer agreement was low, negative and not 
significant for this variable (r, - -0.23, n - 16, p - 0.30; 
Piqvra 3-a), but confidence in this conclunion im hampered 
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by the low sample size of events (feeds). In 114 of the 
sample (4 h). neither observer recorded any feeding and in 
M e  remaining 12 h, observer 1 remrded 13 feeds and 
observer 2, 16 feeds. For this variable there was a tendency 
for observer 1 to record more bolueee/feeding bout than 
observer 2 (Figure 3-8). An examination or the data sat as s 
whole (Figure 3-31 resulted in a moderato, but non- 
significant oorrelation (r. = 0.65, n =9, p = 0.08) and a 
significant difference (t - 2.53, df - 8, p 0.04) between 
observers. These analyses were done using data from day -12 
to day +I as sample sizes of events from day -14 and days +6 
to +lo were small (s 3 feeding bouts per two day period). 
6. copulstions per hour - succasrea, attempts and total: 
From the reliability sample, inter-observer agreement 
was high for suceareful ~opulations (Pigure 3-10; r. = 0.92, 
n - 16, p c 0.001) and total (successes + attempts) 
copulations (Figure 3-11; r, - 0.86, n - 16, p c 0.001). but 
not for attempts to copulate (Figure 3-12; r. - 0.34, n - 
16, p - 0.10). This pattern of results seems to indicate 
that observezs have no trouble recognizing copulations, but 
classifying them as suoceeres or attempts is more difficult. 
These results must be treated cautiously, however, as the 
sample sizes of event- were low, with 5 - 8 h out of 16 h 
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having no copulatory activity. Because reliability seemed to 
be satisfactory for euocessful and total copulations, no 
further analyeis was dens on those variables. In Pigurq a- 
12, no clear observer bias or ~ystenatie error was seen for 
the variable "attempts to oopulate" and that was a l s ~  the 
Ease for the data set as a whole (Figure 3-13; t - 0.35, df 
- 12, p = 0.73). With the larger data set, the Spearman 
~orraletion between the rates scored by both observers 
indicated satisfactory agreement (r, - 0.71, n - 13, p c 
0.02). 
7. Mean cloaca1 contaotslnount: 
This variable showed good intar-obeervsr reliability 
(r, = 0.81, n = 16, p = 0.03) and only a slight tendency for 
observer 2 to Boore higher than observer 1 (Figure 3-14). 
Because the sample size of events (mounts) was la, in the 
reliability sample, seasonal plots were drawn of the entire 
data set to see if good observer agreement was confirmed 
(lipure 3-15). There warn no evidenoe of a diffarenoe between 
observers (t - 0.24, df = 7, p = 0.82), but the correlation 
coefficient was lm and not significant (r. - -0.25. n - 8 ,  
p > 0.10). These analyses were dons using data rron day -12 
to day +2 as sample sires of events were la, on day -14 and 
days +4 to +lo (L 3 mounts per two day period). 
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ma results of these analyses for all dependent 
variables are summarized in Tabla 3-1. 
To evaluate the effect of fraqvency of oeourrance on 
the reliability of recording of different behaviour 
patterns, frequency plots were made of each of the ~riables 
previously discussed (Pigure 3-16). For several of theme 
variables (sigllre 3-16 C,E,P,G), tha differenoe between 
Observers decreased as the absolute rate increased. "Adult 
raturns to the neat," (Pigure 3-16 A) oocurred much more 
frequently than the ather variables and showed a different 
pattern, with the best agreement betweon the ob~arverr 
(smallerjlarger value equal to or c*.osest to 1) osaurring at 
intermediate levels of aotivity, 8 - la returns pair' h". 
Par very high levels of aotivity, it may ba physically 
impossible :d record all events. 
In this study of 0our:ship feeding in kittiwakes, of 
seven variables examined, two ware reliably scored. These 
wera adult returns to the nest and copulations (successful, 
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attempts and total). There were two stable characteristics 
which distinqllished these variables from those not scored 
reliably. Adults returned to the neat frequently and this 
facilitated strong observer agreement: when a behaviour 
occurs infrequently, a few disagreements constitute a larger 
proportion of the whole than wben a behaviour pattern occurs 
frequently. Copulations were conspicuous events, noticeable 
even out of the corner of the eye and consequently were 
seld0m missed. 
Five variables were not reliably scored: adult returns 
foll~wed by foc-3 solicitation, courtship feeding boutslh, 
food boluseelh, mean number of food boluseslfeeding bout and 
mean number of cloaca1 o~ntacts/m~~nt. In the first three, 
there was evidenfe of systematic error: when the data were 
plotted separately for each observer a consistent observer 
bias was evident (observer 2 > observer I, t-tests 
signifisant), while r. was high and significant. The fourth 
variable, 11881 number of food boluseslfeeding bout, also 
showed a consistent observer bias, but in this case obaerver 
1 > observer 2. 
Thasa examples clearly illustrate the value of plotting 
Me data and a limitation of the correlation aoefficient. 
Correlations are sensitive only to random error. and if 
there is a source of systematic error, such as consistent 
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over or under estimation by one observer, correlatione may 
be high but give misleading confidence in the strength of 
agreement between observers. The effects of this observer 
bias were reduced in the overall analyses of the courtship 
feeding data (Chapter 4 )  when the data from both obearvara 
were combined. In addition, while systematic error will 
affect the absolute values obtained, it vill not alter 
conolusione based on relative seasonal patterns of tbe 
different courtship displays of kittiwake. The speoific 
effect of these reliability analysea on the conclusions of 
the courtship feeding study is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 4. 
For the fifth variable, mean number of sloaoal oontlsts 
per mount, there was no systematis ermr, but observer 
aorralations were low, indicating sourcas of random error. 
Adult returns followed by food solicitation also showed 
evidence of random error with a low and non-significant 
correlation. It is not always necessary to throv out data 
affeoted by random error, since any mignifisant positive 
results that emerge do eo despite a large amount of "noise", 
and thus must represent a strong effeat. la, reliability bas 
serious implications for the meaning of negative results 
however, as one cannot he certain whether the lack of 
significanse ainply represents no affect or is due to Type 
I1 error. 
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There are many possible reasons for the porn intar- 
Observer agreement, the chief among which may be the lack of 
experience and training of both observers. Neither observer 
had done detailed behavioural observations before, and only 
6 h were spent on training. Research by others has shown 
that reliability oetimates will be affected by the amount of 
training the second obearver receives. Work done hy Csro et 
al. (1979) ~howed the importance of experience with the task 
at hand in obtaining observer agreement: three out of the 
four ObserYBrB had watched kittens for many months and yet 
they were not significantly correlated on ell measures. Re 
the sessions subjected to reliability check were spread 
throughout the data collaction period, thay could have 
provided an opportunity for additional training. However due 
to the low rate of occurrence of many of the behaviour 
patterns and the inauffieient time devoted to reliability 
check. it was not clear in the field that any oorrection was 
needed. 
Poor reliability may also be a result of the low 
frequency at whish some behaviour patterns occur. On 
average, feeding occurred slightly less than once in every 5 
h on a per nest basis (from Figure 3-5, at day -2, observer 
a - 0.21 feedslh and observer 1 - 0.14 feedalh. mean - 0.18 
feedslh). Successful cepulations occurred even less often, 
reaahing a maximum at day -6 of 0.13 copulationslh (Figure 
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4-6 i n  chapter I ) ,  but  ae they are much more obvious and 
dramatic events than feeds, they w-e not a s  l i k e l y  t o  be 
affected by the  reduced vigilanse t h a t  comes with periods of 
low act iv i ty .  It may be posaible t o  improve r e l i a b i l i t y  f o r  
feeds by using only t h e  morning hours, which typica l ly  are 
t h e  peaX dai ly  feeding times (J.W. Chardine, pere. corn.), 
for  obeerver comparison. 
Better choice of var iables  t o  soore may also have 
helped t o  improve r e l i a b i l i t y .  Some behaviours occurred very 
frequently a t  times (adult returns, the greet ing  ceremony 
and whether a returning b i rd  was f a n y i n g  n e s t  mater ie l )  and 
i n  an offor t  t o  record a l l  of these, observers may have 
missed recording feeds  as asourately as might have been 
possible. 
Definitions of the  behaviollr patterns were a l s o  a 
problem i n  some cases. This was par t icular ly  true f o r  food 
sol ic i ta t ion .  Begging and head-tossing were or ig inal ly  
8 ~ 0 r e d  separately, but then combined for  t h e  f i n a l  analyses 
i n t o  the  s ingle  category of food r g l i c i t a t i o n ,  because it 
vae orten d i r r i o u l t  t o  t o l l  when head-tossing had stopped 
and begging had begun, o r  sometimes t o  ident i fy  rhich 
behaviour was occurring. I f  the  d s c i s i m  had been made t o  
make head-tossing and female food begging one category 
before scoring began, r e l i a b i l i t y  might have bean improved. 
Another d i f f i c u l t y  was i n  determining whether a p a r t i c u l a r  
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bshsviour, ~ u o h  as begging, wan par t  of one bout (the name 
sequence) or the next bout (a different sequence). xn 
theory, behaviours were considered t o  be within the  same 
sequense i f  they followed within two minutes of t h e  previous 
behaviour, but i n  the f i e l d  t h i s  prwed d i f f i m l t  t o  track. 
Ten behaviour oategoriea were observed (adult  rsturne, 
sax of returning bird, nest material, greeting ceremony, 
begging, head-tossing, feeding, number of boluses, 
capulatirm attempts and suscasses), but i n  the end 
~ o p u l a t i o n  and the different measures of feeding proved t o  
he l o s t  useful 88 a means of differentiating between 
hypothesized functions of courtship feeding. I n  addition, a8 
nests were too many t o  watch for  scoring aa detailed as was 
originally planned. Different scanning ra tes  may have 
prcduoed much of the variation i n  whether a behaviour was 
observed or not, and the  i n i t i a l  aesmption, t h a t  courtship 
feeding and copulation occurred sufficiently infrequently t o  
permit recording of a l l  ocwrrenaee, may have been 
inoorreot. This demonstrates the value of a t r i a l  study t o  
determine what t o  observe and the  sample sizes needed. 
An assessment of observer d r i f t  (the tendency of 
obst~~ers t o ohange the  manner i n  which they apply the 
definitions of the  bchaviour patterns over time; Xazdin 
1977) was planned when sessions a t  the beginning, middle and 
end of the  data oollection period were coded by two 
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Ob88eVerP. This proved impossible to do as too SMll a 
proportion of the data was sampled for reliability, 
resulting in sample sizae too small to examine for seasonal 
d i f f a r ~ " ~ ~ ~ .  AS a rule of thumb, 208 of the data should be 
subjected to reliability check (S. Goldberg, pers. corn.), 
and in this case only 8% or 16 h were. Sixteen h also 
represents insufficient time for the assessment of 
reliability in behaviour patterns whish omcur relatively 
infrequently. For example mopulation attempts had a low 
spearman correlation in the reliability sample but the 
correlation between observers was high and signifisant when 
the data Set a8 il whole Was used. 
Reliability could be improved by spending more time on 
the training of observers. The use of videotaped sessions 
would be useful for training purposoa, and reliability 
aaseione thel~selvas should be videotaped, with sooring done 
from the tapes used as the standard against which to 
evaluate the accurasy of the observers. That was s shortfall 
of thim study; reliability was often unsatisfactory, but 
because there W.8 no pre-established standard against which 
to compare the results, it was impossible te say whioh 
Observer was having diffioultiea. 
It is also important to estimate the influence of 
assessment oirsumstsnces on observer reliability. Observers 
Who know they are being assessed maintain high levels of 
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ern uo p ~ a y 3  s ~ r n  uy saaqzleasaz Kq quads aq PTnoqs 
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Observer 1 
Figure 3-1 - Correlation between observer 1 and 
observer 2 In returns to the nest (rneon/pair/h) 
in odult Block-legged Kittlwokea of 
Cope St. Mory's. Newfoundland. 1990. From the 
reliability romple (16.0 h). Each point rapresents 
1 score by each observer. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Observer 1 
Figure 3-2 - Correloflon between observer 1 and 
observer 2 in food solicitation bouts (meon/pair/h) 
1.8 adult Black-legged Kiitiwakes ai Cope 
St. Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. From the raliabllify 
sample (16.0 h). Unless otherwise Indlcatsd. eoch 
point represenis 1 score by eoch observer. 
Day relofive to egg laying (day 0)  
Figure 3-3 - Ssaronol changes in  food soliciioIiDn 
bouts (me~n /~o i r /h )  in odull Black-legged 
Kittiwakes at  Cepe St. Mary's. Newfoundland. 
1990. For each observer shown seporotely. 
Figure 3-4 - Correlation between observer 1 and 
observer 2 in souriship feeding bouts (meon/ 
pair/h) in Black-legged Kittiwakes a t  
Cope St. Mary's, Newfaundland. 1990. Front the 
reliability sample (16.0 h). Unless otherwise 
indicated, each point represents 1 score by each 
observer. 
-14 -10 -6 -2 0 2 6 10 
Doy relative to egg laying (day 0 )  
Figure 3-5 - Seasonal changer in courfrhlp feeding 
bouts (meon/poir/h) In Black-legged Klttlwakas 
at Caps St. Mary's. Newfoundland. 1990. 
For each observer shown seporotsly. 
Observer 1 
Flgure 3-6 - Cwrelaflon between observer 1 
end obsewer 2 in courtship feeds (meon boluses 
/pair/h) in Block-legged Kittiwakes at 
Cape St. Mar,'r. Newfoundland, 1990. From the 
reliability sample (16.0 h). Unless otherwise 
indlcmted, each point represents 1 reore by each 
obrewer. 
Doy relative to egg loying (doy 0 )  
r = 0.59, p < 0.05 
&ired t-test: 1 = 2.16. df = 12. P = 0.05 
Figure 3-7 - Seoronol changes in courfrhip feeds 
(msmn bolusss/polr/h) in Block-legged Kittiwakes 
01 Cope St. Mory'o, Newfoundland, 1990. 
For each observer shown seporofely. 
Figure 3-8 - Correlation between observer 1 and 
observer 2 in boiuaer/courtship feeding bout 
(moan number) in Biack-legged Kitiiwakss ot 
Caps St. Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. From the 
reliability aomple (16.0 h). Unless otherwise 
indleoied, each point represents 1 score by each 
obeerver. 
rs = 0.65, p = 0.08 
paired 1-test: f = 2.53. d f  = 8, p 2 0.04 
1 0  , , , , , , , , , , 
Figure 3-9 - Seasonal chonges in boluses/ 
courtship feeding bout (meon number) In Black- 
legged Klttlwokes 01 Cope St. Mary's. Nswfoundlond. 
1990. For each observer shown reporotely. 
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Observer 1 
Figura 3-10 - Correlotlon between obsawsr 1 ond 
observer 2 in successful ~opulolions (mount with 
cloac~l contact - rnean/pair/h) in Black-legged 
Killiwoker af Cope St. Mory'r. Newfoundlond. 
1990. From the rellablllty sample (16.0 h). Unless 
otherwise indieofed, eoeh point represents 1 score by 
aoch obrswer. 
Figure 3-1 1 - Correlation between observer 1 
and observer 2 in totol copulations (ruccsssws + 
aitempts - msan/poir/h) in Black-legged 
Kiltiwaksr at Cape St. Mary's. Newfoundland. 
1990. From the reliability somple (16.0 h). Unless 
otherwise indicated, each point represents 1 score 
by sach observer. 
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Figure 3-12 - Corrsialion between observer 1 
and observer 2 In copulolion ottempts (mount. 
no clo~lcal contact - mean/poir/h) in 
Black-legged Kilfiwakes of Cape St. Mar/'., 
Newfoundlmd. 1990. From the rsliobility sornple 
(16.0 h). Unless otherwise indicated. each point 
represents 1 soore by each observer. 
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Day relative to egg laying (day 0) 
r, = 0.71. p < 0.02 
paired t-test: 1 = 0.35. df = 12. p = 0.75 
Flgurs 3-13 - Saosonml changes in ottsmpts to 
copulote (mount, no sloaeol contact - meon/ 
pair/h) In Black-legged Kittiwakes at Cape 
SI. Mary's, Nswfoundland. 1990. For aooh observer 
shown sepcrotely. 
Observer 1 
Figure 3-14 - Corralation between observer 1 and 
observer 2 in cloocal oontoclr/mount (mean 
number) In Black-leggad Kltllwakes at Cope St. 
Mmry't. Newfoundland. 1990. From the rellabilily 
sample (16.0 h). Unless ofhenvise Indicated. soeh 
point represents 1 scare by each observer. 
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Figure 3-15 - Seoronal ohanges in cioocel contacts 
/mounf (meon number) In Black-legged Kllllwakos 
~t Cope St. Mory's, Newfoundland, 1990. For each 
observer shown reporetely. 
Mean tor 2 observers Mean for 2 obtswerr 
A. odd1 returns/pair/h B. food solieifaflon bouts/ 
polr/h 
Meon for 2 observers Mean far 2 observers 
C. courtrhlp feedlng bouts/ D. mean bolures/courIshlp 
polr/h leeding bout 
Figure 3-16 - Fvequency plolr of fho different courtship 
bshovlovrr in Block-legged Kltllwakes at Cope St. Mary's. 
Nswfoundlond, 1990. Unless otherwise indbofed, each point 
represents 1 ,.ore by eosh observer. 
Mean for 2 observers 
E. food bolures/poir/h 
Meon for 2 observers Meon for 2 obsewerr 
F. total copulations/pair/h G. mean cloacol oontoctr/mount 
Figure 3-16 continued - Frequency plots of the differen1 courlrhip 
behovioun in Blaek-leooed Kiltiwakes at COD0 Sf. Maw's. -- 
Nawfoundlond. 1990. Un.eas olnerwln. lndlcoled. soch point 
represents 1 score by coch obssnor. 
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Chapter 4 
THE FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF COURTSHIP FEEDING IN 
4.1 ABSTIUCT 
m..I. Of thi. .t"dY r.. to inv..tig.t* two hypoThe.i.ed 
tuwt~onm of sourtmhrp feodings t h a t  It ham nutrI t lona1 lmprtanca t o  
*h. C.n.l.."d th.t it f.ol11r.t.. sopu1,tion. Db..rv.ti.n. w.- c.r.1.d 
out om B1.mk-1.gqed U ~ t l r a k m .  at Cap. I t .  Yuy*.,  Hevfoundland I n  May, 
1990. X I ~ O I * . ~ ~  eourtnhip diepl.~. wr. .onitored 1" two  study plot. I* 
- 51 nest.) ualng contiausue S q l I n g .  T b B  .pant d a l l y  I n  ohmsrs.tlon 
by two obm.nnr. .-raged 1.9 h (Total - 190.5 h). TIminq of laylng, 
slutoh .I%. and barchlnq and fledging musca~s were -1.0 reomdad. M 
. rmInat ion of inter-observar relImbIlLty I n  t h e  c o l l s c t l ~ n  o r  
bmhnviour.1 data  u u  mad. i n  the  sentext o r  t h e  sourtmhip feeding mtudy. 
R.."lt. of th... m.1y.s. IndIs.ted th.t sonc1u.ion. banad on t h e  
.b.l"t. rat. Of s.u*.hip display. .hould h. rud. With saution, "hil. 
ronslu.ion. b.sd om ...a on.: chang.. I" th. dleplaym may be mad* with 
smf1d.ns.. 
ossp~t. en.. w a i ~ f i c a t i o n s ,  datm concimmd rh. nutrition.1 
mport.ns. of courtsnip rseding eo tn. fen.1.. ar..onai insre.... i n  th. 
freque'lw of  food .olIcItation and o o u r t ~ h i p  f-ding soinslded v i t h  the  
b.ginnlnq or yolk c o l u t i o r ,  I" kIttIW.L.., ."d -ached a p.k Of 
.pproxImat.1y e bolu.*./d.y .t 4 day. bsfor. epp 1.y1"g when th. * w q y  
demand. oaused by t h e  de~e1opIr.g f o l l i c l e e  may b. t h e  qreateet. R-er 
eourtship hedIng rate was not eIgniricantly corre la ted v i t h  laying 
6.t. clutch .I,-, h.tCh1"g mcos.. or  flsdglng .ucs. 
 id..^. i r n f i m i n g  th. rol..f -rt.hlp f..dInp i n  f.sIllt.ting 
."OCe..f"l copu1atlnn r.. sox. ulb1q"ou.. Although court.hIp f.sd1T.q u.. 
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.Lot ..... tl.1 tor .UOC...I"l DOp,l.tIw., I f  t"d1"q did weur.  
mubrwnt  ~ p , l . t i o n .  .iqniflcantly MI. l l b l y t o  b. .uoa..sful 
(end In clomcml cantest). U0wez.r. th. quantity of food given did not 
. spar to incre...th. 1iMllhWd of oopul.tI0" .us..... Th. r.t. of 
mucCeeafu1 CwlatiOn. w.0 PO.itlvelY m m l a t a d  with cmrt.llip fe.dlnq 
rare and .hand a .lmll.r ....ma1 patt-rn of I n s r r r .  ~h." was no 
...ssn.i eariac~on i n  tha proprrion of rota1 oopuiation. rnioh mr. 
suosms.fu1 or In the nunbar or cloaca1 contact./.wnt. 
The courtship behaviour of some seabird species, in 
particular gulls, terns and skuas, includes reeding of the 
female by her mate -this is called "courtship feeding". 
mere are a number of hypothesiaed functions for courtship 
feeding in seabirds, the most important of which are: 1) 
pair formation and/or maintenance (Tack 1940). 2) 
facilitation of copulation (Brown 1967, Tasker and Mills 
1981) and, 3) the provision of additional food at the time 
of egg formation (Royama 1966, Brow 1967, Kreba 1970, 
 isb bet 1973). Determining the ultimata funstion of courtship 
feeding in Blsolt-legged Kittiwakes is beyond the scope of 
this study, but the current research providas evidence 
bearing on the last two hypotheses: that oourtship feeding 
in ~laek-legged Kittiwakes increases the likelihood that 
copulation a:tempte will be successful (end in cloaca1 
oontaat) and that it has nutritional importanoe to the 
female. 
Courtship feeding was originally believed to be 
important only in the oetablishment and maintenance of pair 
bonda between male and female partners (Laek 1940). In this 
context, courtship feeding may have an intrinsic, symbmlic 
value, in addition to providing practical information for 
the females in mate choioa  isbe bet 1973). In species aaong 
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which it occurs, courtship feeding rates have been 
Pouitively correlated with average egg siza and clutch size 
(Niabet 1977) and are a predictor of the male's future 
performance in feeding the chisks oh is bet 1973, Niebuhr 
1981). This information would probably not ba of use in the 
current season, as court~hip feeding reashee a paak 80 close 
to the time of egg laying that any females looking for a new 
mate so late in the season would ba at a conslderabla 
disadvantage (Niabet 1973, Tasker and Mills 1981). In C-on 
Terns, males seeking a mate carry fish around the colony and 
di~play to unmatad females, but do not feed them regvlarly 
until pairs become established (Nisbet 1973). It is possible 
that during this early phase of courtship, females can 
evaluate the quality of s prospective mate by aseessing the 
type and length of prey selected by the male for display 
(Taylor 1979). 
mere is now no doubt that in some spesies courtship 
feeding must n'.so be bportant in the nutrition of the 
female during the period of egg formation (Royalla 1966, 
BrDM 1967, KTeb 1970, NisbEt 1973. 1977, Tasker and Mills 
1981,  orris 1986). courtship feeding may he particularly 
important in gulls and terns, since the females of these 
spesies produae a comparatively expansive clutch, the three 
eggs tqether comprising some 29)  (mean value for laridan) 
of their m a y  mass. This is a greater proportion than in 
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most avian families (Mmt 1980). Direst evidence of t h e  
nut r i t ional  importanoe of oovrtship reading ham been 
provided ror  the C o m n  Tern; Nisbet (1973) shewed t h a t  t h e  
t o t a l  rresh mass o r  t h e  c lu tsh  and the  f resh  mass of t h e  
t h i r d  egg were correlated with t h e  mount of food given t o  
t h e  female. Pledging success fro. t h i r d  eggs was positively 
re la ted  t o  t h e  masses of thoee eggs. The amount of food 
brought t o  t h e  remale during courtship feeding was therefore 
an important fac tor  infl.~encing breeding suscees. subsequent 
research by Niebet (1977) corroborated t h i s  by determining 
t h a t  t h e  amount of food t h a t  males can provide is a fac tor  
limiting both t h e  number and s ize  of the  eggs a female can 
lay. 
Additional circumstantial evidence a t t e s t i n g  t o  t h e  
nut r i t ional  importance of courtship feeding for egg 
formation can be found i n  the pbenology of t h i s  behavimr i n  
relation t o  egg laying. several researchers have shown t h a t  
courtship feeding i n  g u l l s  begins tr increase i n  frequensy 
roughly 14-20 days before t h 8  f i r s t  egg is l a i d ,  reasbing s 
malt s t  6-14 days before egg laying (mown 1967, Niebuhr 
1981, Tasker and H i l l s  1981, Chardine 1987). The differences 
in  timing depend upon t h e  species, f o r  example Roudybuah e t  
a l .  (19791 determined t h a t  yolk formation i n  Herring Gulls 
took 11-13 days, and Niebubr (1981) round a peak i n  
courtship feeding i n  t h i s  species occurring about 14 days 
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before egg laying. In kittiwakes, yolk formation takes 9 
days (Roudybush et al. 1979) and in Chardinars (1987) study 
of that speoies, oourtship feeding began to increase in 
frequency 14 day= before egg laying, reafhing a peak at 6-8 
days before egg laying. The connection betwean the peak of 
courtship feeding and the beginning of yolk formation seems 
a 01088 one. 
In their study of the Red-billed Gull, Tasker and 
Mills (198-) further attested to the nutritional importsn~e 
of courtship feeding. Peak ~ourtship feeding ratae averaged 
four feedslday, with up to 28 g Of auphausiids/feed. The 
rapid inorease in the frequency of courtship feeding 
coincided with the beginning of egg formation and the peak 
of feeding ooourred at the time of most rapid yolk 
deposition. In addition, Tasker and Mills (1981) 
demonstrated that females who were fed at a high rate by 
their partners did net have to spend as mboh time foraging 
as "inadequately" fed remalea. 
Taaker and Mills (1981) also considered that courtehip 
feeding contributed to sussessful copulation by litimulating 
the male to mount while making the female more receptive. 
Their data show that the greater the quantity of food given, 
the greater the probability cloaca1 contact would oocur. 
Courtmhip feeding was not essential though, as copulations 
were seen to os- in its absence. This Was also found to be 
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true for  Lesser Blsok-backed Gulls (Brom 1967). Herring 
Gulls, (Niebuhr 1981). and kittiwakes (Chardine 1987) among 
other species. 
chardine (1987) analyzed difrerences i n  the frequency 
of courtship feeding between pai rs  t h a t  retained t h e i r  mates 
from the  previous year (SAME) and those pai rs  t h a t  charmed 
mates (WANGE). The pat tern  of sourtship feeding was vary 
s imi lar  i n  each group. Howevar, t h e  e a r l i e s t  courtship 
feeding seen in  CHANGE pai rs  ocourred a week before the 
e a r l i e a t  feeding in  SAME pa i rs ,  providing some widenme f o r  
the importance of feeding i n  establishing the pai r  bond. 
When the  performance of individual males i n  courtship 
feeding is positively correlated with t h e  number andlor s i z e  
of t h e  eggs la id  by t h e i r  mates (Niabet 1973, 1977). one may 
conclude M a t  courtship feeding has nut r i t ional  importance. 
Thin has a potential confound. Clutch s i r e  and egg s i r e  may 
be limited by charaoterieties of the  famale. "High quality" 
males are often mated with "high quality0 females (high 
qual i ty  as measured by t h e i r  performanse i n  bringing food t o  
t h e i r  chisks. Niebet 1977). One way of measuring t h e  
female's contribution t o  f i n a l  clutch andlor egg s i r e  may be 
through an analysis of her beggimg behaviour during 
courtship - begging r a t e  may be important i n  determining how 
actively t h e  inale forages f o r  her. 
I n  t h i e  study, t h e  nut r i t ional  importance of courtship 
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feeding will have been svpportad if 1) the frequency of 
feeds increases, reaching a peak approxiaately 9 days before 
egg laying, coinsiding with the beginning of yolk formation 
and 2) the feeding rate is positively correlated with such 
measures of reproductive success as laying date, clutch 
8i.a. and hatching and fledging success. Evidence that 
oourtship feeding faailitates copulation will have been 
obtained if 1) the feeding rate is positively correlated 
with the rate of copulation, 2) successful copulation (1.e.. 
with cloasal oontascj is more likely to occur with prior 
feeding, and 3) the size of prior feedings affects the 
SUCCBSS of subsequent mounts. 
4.3 .l THE STUDY SITE 
m i s  study was oonducted at Capa St. Mary's, 
Newfoundland (4650rN and 5412'W) from 8 to 31 Hay, 1990. 
For more information on this location and a map Bee Figure 
2-1 and section 2.3.1. ly. study plots were established one 
above the other 75 - 100 m above the Baa on a shear cliff 
face in a narrow cham in the rook and were viewed with 8.5 
x 44 bin~~ulars from a rosky promontory approximately 25 m 
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away on M e  other side of the chasm. No blind was used as 
the presence of observers did not appear to affsot the 
birds. This location was =hoeen as it permitted a good view 
of the birds and neat contents and permitted the oloseet 
approash to nesting kittiwakes at Cape St. Mary's, important 
miteria at a colony knam for mush lipring fog. 
Both behavioural and breeding success data were 
collected from M e  group of 28 neste found in M e  highest 
study plot. The sesend study plot included I 3  neste, and the 
initial plan was to use thee. to increase the sample sizes 
f o r  the parameters of breeding success (laying date, clutch 
eke. chick mortality and fledging success). However, 
appraximately two weeks into the study (21 May), a desision 
was made to inalude these nests in behavioural observations 
as well. 
4.3.2 CDWlECTION OF DATA 
4.3.2.1 schedule of ObseNati~ns and Sampling ~ffort 
observations werr made at cape St. Mary's during the 
Courtship and egg laying period from 8 to 31 May, 1990. 
Visits to the study site ware made daily during M a t  time, 
weather permitting. No behavioural obne~atione were aarried 
Out when it was raining heavily or snaring. One-day visits 
were made on 10 June, 18 July and 5 August to obtain data on 
hatching and fledging su~ceas. 
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Prior to 8 My. 6 hours were spent by both observers 
practising with the specific coding scheme and data sheets 
to be used. From 8 nay, tine spent daily in continuous 
~bservation ranged from 1 to 15 h and averaged 7.9 h (Total 
- 190.5 h). observere worked in rotating shirts (mman length 
= 2.9 h) throughout the day, alternating from day to day in 
taking the first ahift. This was to ensure that .ash 
observer contributed equally to data collected at all times 
08 the day. Study plot 1 (28 nests) yielded 4578 nest-hours 
of observation, and study plot 2 ((23 nests) yielded 621 
nest-hours due to the delay in including this plot in the 
behavioural sample. Table 4-1 shove information on seasonal 
changes in sanpling effort. On four daye, all-day watcher 
from 0600 to 2100 vere carried out. A somewhat larger 
persmtage of tho observations were conducted in the morning 
(Figure 4-1) than at other times of the day as previous 
researoh on kittiwakes (J .W.  Chardine, perm. aomn.) had 
shown that courtship feedings occvered at a higher rate at 
that time of day. Hovever, an effort also was made to obtain 
a representative sample from the remainder of the daylight 
hours. 
4.3.2.2 Collection or Breeding Success Data 
Clutch size, and hatshing and fledging sussells vere 
recorded for the 51 nests in study plots 1 and 2. Initial 
clutch size was accurately determined on daily visits tr, the 
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study p l o t s  during t h e  egg laying period. Nests were scanned 
u n t i l  a l l  incubating birds had e i t h e r  stood up or shi f ted  
t h e i r  pos i t ion  suff i s ient ly  t o  make neet contents v is ib le .  
~ a t c h i n g  and rledging success were obtained i n  three  v i s i t %  
t o  t h e  study plots during t h e  chick rearing period. Ilatching 
SUEE~SS was defined as the  proportion of eggs la id  t h a t  
hatohed. I n  eases where the  number of chicks i n  a given n e s t  
did not equal the  clutch s ize  on the previous v i s i t ,  it wee 
assumed t h a t  t h i s  was caused by egg loss ,  leading t o  a 
~ ~ n s e ~ a t i v e  value f o r  hatching success and perhaps 
i n f l a t i n g  fledging success. Chicks 35 days of age o r  o lder  
when l a s t  seen were considered t o  have fledged and fledging 
success was defined as the  proportion of ohicks hatched t h a t  
fledged. 
1.3.2.3 ~ehavioura l  Obrervstiona 
Kittiwake courtship behaviour patterns were monitored 
using ~ont inuous  (a11 occurrences) sampling (Altmann 1974); 
the subjecte were watched continuously and t h e  frequency and 
duration of a l l  behavioura were recorded. At the  beginning 
of t h e i r  s h i f t s ,  observers began by scanning the  nes ts  t o  
look f o r  oourtship feeding or aopulation. I f  n-ithor 
a c t i v i t y  was seen, the observer waited for the next 
returning adul t  t o  begin recording. Courtship feeding and 
copulation occurred suff ic ient ly  infrequently t h a t  it was 
possible t o  record a l l  DCCurrenees of eaoh behavimr, 
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although i f  these  events o c ~ r r e d  simultaneously a t  
d i f ferent  nes ts ,  de ta i l s  such as food boluses and cloaca1 
contacts could he recorded only f o r  t h e  f i r s t  nest noticed. 
Behaviovr pa t terns  soored f o r  each nes t  were ae follows: 
- male and female returns of birds  t o  t h e  nes t  
- head-tossins 
- female f ood-begging 
- courtship feeding bootsth 
- food holuses/feeding bout 
- copulation attempts (mount, no c loasa l  contact) 
- cooulation successes lmount with cloaca1 contact) 
Names and descriptions of these behaviour patterns follow 
thoae given by Paludan (1955) and can be  found i n  Appendix 
C. As courtship behaviour i n  t h e  Kittiwake occurs in  
speoifio sequencss (Chardine 1983, Paludan 1955) and as t h e  
p e r f o m a c e  o l  s t  leas t  portions of t h e  sequence appear t o  
be essential i f  courtship feeding o r  copulation are t o  occur 
(Chaedine 1983), a l l  the abwe behaviours were resorded, not 
j u s t  those d i r e c t l y  ooncerned with oourtship feeding 
behaviour. Begging and head-tossing were scored separately, 
but aombined f o r  t h e  f i n a l  analyses i n t o  t h e  s ingle  category 
of  food s o l i a i t a t i o n ,  because it was of ten  d i f f i c u l t  to t a l l  
when head-tossing had stopped and begging had begun, leading 
t o  observ~rs applying d i f ferent  c r i t e r i a  to when a 
par t ioular  behaviour s tar ted  o r  terminated. 
Behavioure were oonsidcred t o  be within the  same 
sequence i f  they  followed within 2 .in of t h e  previous 
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behaviour. Thus, a feeding bout was considered t o  have ended 
when 2 lain had passed with no feeding o r  begging on t h e  par t  
of the  female. A food bolus was defined as any discre te  
packet of food swallowed by the female, regardless of size. 
spot obsarvafions of the  number of b i rds  ( 0 ,  1 or 2) a t  each 
nest s i t e  were made every 10 m i "  t o  determine attendance 
patterns. 
1.3.2.4 Inter-observer Rel iabi l i ty  
A6 some of the behavioural dependent measures may have 
involved subjective judgements on t h e  p a r t  of observers, 
inter-observer r e l i a b i l i t y  was assessed. For example, it 
was sometimes d i f f i c u l t  t o  see whether a food bolus was 
transfernad, or t o  determine whether a p a r t i m l a r  behavioue, 
such as begging, was part of one bout ( the  same sequence of 
behaviours) or the  next bout (a d i f ferent  sequenc~). In the 
examination of observer agreement, the  two observers 
s imUltaneo~~ly  Scored events taking place in  t h e  same nes ts  
(study p l o t  1, N - 28) in  s i x  eessians ranging in length 
from 1.3 t o  3 h. The sessions were scheduled over 4 days t o  
cover the  beginning, middle and end of t h e  e n t i r e  data 
collection period, i n  an attelnpt t o  prevent observer d r i f t ,  
t h e  tendency of observars t o  change the  manner in  which they 
apply the  def in i t ions  of t h e  behaviour pa t terns  over time. 
The sessions scored by two people represented 81 (16.0 
hl190.5 h) of t h e  t o t a l  data se t .  
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As inter-observer reliability is rarely examined in the 
field oolle~tien of behavioural data from wild animals, a 
disc~s~ion of the issuer surrounding reliability in 
observational researoh, end a dstailed presentation of the 
inter-observer reliability obtained in this study are 
presented in Chapter 3. 
4.3.3 ANALYSES OF DATA 
In the field, data were resorded by hand on data sheet= 
and then entered into the mainframe oomputer (VAXJVIIS 
system) at Memorial Univsreity of Newfoundlan2. SPSS-X 
(statistical. Package for the Social Soiences. SPSS 1210. 
1988) was used for the statieticalanalyses and Si~aplot, 
Version 4.01, (Jandel Corporation 1990) was used for 
graphing. 
In order to evaluate seasonal trends in the rate of 
oo-rence of behaviour patterns associated with courtship, 
data from both observers was averaged and then pooled over 
two-d.1 intervals from 14 days before egg laying to 10 days 
after laying. Daye before egg laying were identified with a 
I I _ ~  , while those after egg laying were identified with s 
"+*. Rataslh of the different behaviour patterns were 
calculated toe each two-day iaterval for each pair and 
s m a r i z e d ,  taking a mean of the rates for all individual 
pairs in each No-day period. The chi-squared test was used 
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over tabulated date to test for seasonal changes in the 
number of boluses/feeding bout and the number of cloasal 
contastslmeunt. Regression analyses were dona to examine 
seasonal changes in the proportion of bouts of food 
solicitation followed by courtship feeding, the influence cP 
multiple boluses on the suscess of subseqvent copulations 
and the effect of season on the proportion of all 
copulations involving cloaoal ~ontaot. The null hypothesib 
was rejected if p c 0.05. 
In the reliability analyses, the two observers' total 
counts in each time period (W - 16) were oorrelated using 
the Spearman rank order statistic. If the correlation was 
statistically significant and r, z 0.7, the observers were 
considered to be reliable on that measure. For the 
paraetric Pearson correlation, r > 0.7 is often used as the 
cutoff between agreementlnonagreement as it indieatas that 
501 of the variance in one set of soores is ascounted for 
statistically by the other set (r' - 0.49) (martin and 
Bateson 1986). As the Peareon corralation and the Spearman 
rank correlation yield similar values when calculated for 
the same data (sokal and Rohlf 19811, r. > 0.7 was taken as 
the minimum aoseptable level for reliability in this study. 
4.4.1 INTER-OBSERVER RELIABILITY 
As mentioned previously, detailed results of the 
analyses of inter-observer reliability are praeented in 
chapter 3 (for a f i rnary  see Table 3-1). however in this 
chapter they will be sumarized again briefly to clarify the 
implications they have for any conclusions regarding tha 
functions of co~rtship feeding. 
variables ssored reliably were: rata of adult raturns 
to the nest and rata of copulations (smsessful, attempts 
and total). The remaining five variables examined showed 
less satisfactory agreemeni: 
(1) rata of adult returns followed by feed eolicitation 
(2) oourtsbip feeding bouta/h 
(3) food boluses/h 
(4) mean number oE f w d  boluses/bout 
(5) mean number of Eloacal oontastslmovnt 
For variables (1) to (3), plots of eash observer's data 
showed evidence of a consistent observer bias with observer 
2 > observer 1 (t-teste for paired samplee, tvo-tailed, 
significant for sash variable). Variable (4) also shewed 
evidence oE systematic error, however in this case observer 
1 > observer 2 (t-test for paired samples, two-tailed, p c 
0.05). For variable (1) correlations were low, indicating 
random error in addition to the systerratio error. For tbm 
last variable. mean number of cloaca1 oontaatslmount, there 
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was no observer bias, but correlations were low, indicating 
randm error.  
4.4.2 SEASONALITY OF COURTSHIP DISPLAYS 
There was c lear  seasonal variation in  the r a t e s  of 
adul t  returns t o  the nest,  food sol ic i ta t ion ,  aourtship 
feeding and cupulation in kittiwakes (Figuree 4-2, 4-3); a11 
showed an increase roughly 12 days before egg laying and 
raashed the i r  peaks from 6 t o  2 days before egg laying. 
Both fourtship feeding (mean = 0.20 bouts/h, SE = f 0.05) 
and t o t a l  copulations (mean = 0.18 mountslh, SB = f 0.03) 
were re la t ive ly  rare events, ocsurring a t  most onoe every 5 
h lpai r ,  while adul t  re turns  (mean - 1.13 returnelh, SE - t 
0.23) oomrred on average once pair.' Wh". Copulation reached 
s peak before courtship feeding and then dropped off sharply 
once egg laying began, while feeds remained high f o r  an 
additional 2 days. 
Rates of bouts of food sol ic i ta t ion  followed t h e  same 
pattern of seasonal change (Figure 1-31 as feeding bouts/h. 
As females begged more frequently, they were fed more 
frequently. Seasonal dicfarences i n  the proportion of 
begging bouts resul t ing  in  feeding shoved an inmoase i n  the  
Proportion of begging bouts followed by courtship feeding as 
t h e  da te  of egg laying approached, r = 0.84, p < 0.01, N = 
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lo (Fiqur'a 4-4). 
Courtship feeding bouts (Figure 4-5) started to 
increase at day -12 and reached their peak at day -2; levels 
remained high until day +2 and then dropped off eharply. On 
the othe2 hand, there was a significant seasonal difference 
in feed size. as measured by food boluaeslfeeding bout (on 
tabulated date, 1 k 2, 3-5, 6+ bolueeslbout, using days -14 
to 0, Chi-squared - 35.51, df = 14, p - 0.001). and Piques 
4-6 indicates that feeds were larger earlier in the season. 
mowever, the variable that most clearly represents changes 
in ~lantity of food fed may be food bolusesth (Figure 4-7), 
which integrates variation in feeding rater and bnlusesl 
reed. The mean (pair' h") of boluses fed started to insrev* 
at day -12. reached s peak at day -4, cnd then levels 
ramained high until day +2. 
Piqure 4-8 shows tha changes in the frequency of total 
copulations, sucaessrul copulations and attempts to copulnts 
relative to the date of egg laying. At d w  -12, copulations 
started to increase at a steady rate until a peak was 
reaohad at day -6 and then started to decrease, falling to 
almost zero when the slutch was complete st bay +2. 
Cspulation~ early in the season were as likely to be 
successful (achieve cloaca1 contact) as those later in the 
season, r - 0.41, p - 0.22 (Figure 4-9). Hovevsr, euccemsful 
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copulations oan vary in the number of ~ l e a ~ a l  contacts/ 
mount and thus, perhaps, in the amount of sperm transferred. 
When graphed the  data shoved a clear upward trend with 
increased numbers of cloaoal contaotelmount as the date of 
laying approached (Figure 4-10), however this trend waa not 
signifisant (on tabulated data, 1 L 2, 3-5, 6+ cloaca1 
contactelmount, Chi-squared = 17.82, df - 14, p - 0.22). 
4.4.3 COURTSHIP FEEDING PATE AS A PREDICTOR OF 
REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS 
Feeding rate (baluses/h) was not significantly 
correlated with such general measures of reproductive 
sucoass an laying date, elutsh size and number of dicks 
hatohealnest and number fledgedlnest (Table 4-2). overall 
breeding success was high: mean clutch sire - 2.02, hatching 
Duceeas = 79%, fledgizg susoess = 92: 2nd mean number 
chickslnest fledged - 1.41. (sea Chapter 2 for more 
information an breeding success at Cape St. maryes i?l 1990.) 
Fending rate wae eignificantly oorrelatad with mean rate of 
food solioitation bouts, r = 0.57, p 4 0.01 (Table 4-2). 
4.4.4 COUI(TSHIP FEEDING AS A PRBOICTOR OF COPWIATION 
SUCCESS 
Although 608 of successful copulations occurred without 
Prior feeding, if feeding occurred, subswent copulation 
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me eignifleantly amu likely to be successful than if 
feeding had not o-rsd (Tabla 4-3, Chi-swred - 6.08, df 
= 1, p c 0.05). Prior reeding thus increased tns proportion 
of subsequent copulations which vere successful, but W ~ B  
obviously not essential for succsssful oopulation to occur. 
The correlation between feeding rata (boluses/h) and 
rate of sumesaful, but not total, aopulatiws was 
statistically significant, r - 0.41, p C 0.05 (Table 4-'). 
In Piqure 4-11, feed size (number of bol~ses/b~ut) had no 
significant effect on the success of subbewent copulations. 
4.5.1 II~ER-ossanv~n REL~AB~LITY 
The two variables ecored reliably were rate of adult 
returns to the nest and rate of copulations (~uose~ses, 
attempts and total). mere vere tvo chararecrirrtics vhich 
distingui6hed there variables from those noL scored 
reliably. Adults returned to the nest frequently and this 
fssilitated strong observer agree.ent; when a behaviarr 
ofcurs infrequently, a few ditiagreements constitute a larger 
proportion of the vhole than when a behaviour pattern occurs 
frequently. Copulstions are conapiauoua events, noticeable 
even out of the corner of the eye, and consequently are 
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Seldom missed. 
In the final evaluation of aeasonal trends in the 
different oourtship Mhsviour patterns, data from both 
observers were averaged as observation t h e  was shared 
equally by both observers. This may lessen the impact of 
observer bias in those variables exhibiting systematic error 
(food solifitation. feeding bouts and food blusealh and 
boluees/feeding bout). Thus, conclusions baaed on the 
absolute rate at which a bahaviour pattern occurs (for 
example, feedalh) should be interpreted somewhat cautiously. 
However, s on clue ions based en the seasonality of courtship 
displays (for exahusla, courtship :.=ding war found to 
inorease and reach a peak on the aame day 4y both observers) 
are probably valid. 
Random errors are potentially not so serious as 
systematic errors, as any significant renvlts that emerge do 
so despite "noise" in the data and must represent a strong 
effect. However, randm error does affect interpretation of 
any negative results obtained by increasing Type I1 error. 
Possible reasons for the poor agreement and suggestions 
for improvement are outlined in Chapter 3. nowever, despite 
tho abve qllalifications and rsssrvations, there is eviP~ncs 
that courtship feeding playa a duel role, being 
nutritionally important to the female and acting as an 
inducement for sussessful copulation. This evidence will be 
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examinad in the iolloving sections. 
4.5.2 Th9 NUTRITIONAL IMPORTANCE OF COURTSHIP FEEDING 
The frequency of courtship feeding was seen to increase 
regidly from 10 to 8 days before egg laying, coinciding with 
the beginning of y ~ l k  formation, which takes 9 day- in 
kittiwakes (Roudyhueh et al. 1979). Chardint, (1987) found 
that courtship feeding in kittiwakes began to increase in 
frequency at -14 days and reached a peak at -6 to -8 days. 
In thim study the peak of courtship Peeding (boluseslh) 
occurred at 4 days before egg laying, earnewhat later than 
expected, but perhaps that was the time of the most rapid 
yolk deposition as laying of the first egg would o c ~ r  in 4 
days and the development of tha yolk of the second laid egg 
must be well advanced. 
At the peak of courtship reeding the male fad the 
female 0.50 It 0.09) boluaes/h (Figure 4-71. With 16 h of 
daylight the female would then receive approximately 8 
boluses in a day. While no estimation of bolus size was made 
in this study, subjective observations indicated that many 
boluses could be substantial ohunks of fish or whole 
capelin. Thus, they could represent a large proportion or 
her daily intake of food. 
The value of 8 bolueees/day may slightly overestimate 
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daily reedimg rate as a somewhat larger percentage of the 
obs-ations were conducted in the morning than at other 
times of the day. However, daily observation periods 
avaragsd approximately 8 h and an effort was made to obtain 
a representative sample from the rest of the day. It is not 
likely that feeding occurred away from the neat as spot 
observations, made every l o  min of the number of birds at 
each nest site, determined that both adults were away from 
the nest together only 58 of the time in the 2 weeks prior 
to egg laying. 
In contrast, there were soma results that seemed to 
provide evidence contrary to the nutritional importance or 
courtmhip feeding; feeding rate (boluses/h) was not 
signicioantly correlated with any of the general measures of 
reproductive success, laylng date, clutch size, chisks 
hatohedlnest and fledgedlnest. As mentioned, breeding 
suceaas was very high at Cape St. Mary's in 1990 and because 
Of this there may havn been too little variability in 
breeding suscess for any relationship with feeding rate to 
appear. Although there was variability in feeding rates, as 
a h w n  by error bars in the previous figures, food supplies 
may have been more than the necessary minimum for all bird 
Pairs. The variability in feeding ratee may have been a 
result of differences in female behaviour, ae feeding rate 
was significantly correlated (Table 4-2) with the rate of 
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food 80licitation. 
support for the nutritional importance or courtship 
feeding is valid, despite the systematic error in the 
re00rding of feeding rates. The above consluei~ns depend 
either on the phenology of events and thus are unaffected by 
the reliability results, or are based on averages of the two 
observer's scores, reducing the affects of systenatic error. 
4.5.3 COURTSHIP FEEDING FACILITATES COPULRTION 
A8 copulatione were generally recorded reliably, most 
of the following statements can be made with oonfidence, 
exoept where noted. 
c~~rtship feeding was not assential for successful 
00p~lati0n a8 60% Of S U E C ~ S S ~ U ~  ~ ~ p ~ l a t i ~ n ~  OEEY.red without 
prior feeding. Bwever if feeding had occurred, subsequent 
 copulation^ Were signifioantly more likely to be successful. 
mrther, the quantity of food given did not appear to 
increase the probability of success in subsequent wunte, 
but the systematic error in the recording of number or 
bolu~es/bout make it difficult to state this with certainty. 
Courtehip feeding rate was positively correlated with rate 
of S U C E ~ S S ~ U ~  ~opulation. 
In this study, copulations reached a peak at 5-6 days 
before egg laying, which is approximately 2 days later than 
was found for kittiwakes at a colony in England (Chardine 
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1 9 8 7 ) ,  however both peaks seem earlier than necessary if 
rertilisation was the only goal. In the domestic ohickan the 
minimum time from oopulation with cloaca1 contact to the 
release of the fertilized egg is 3 days; the sperm take 18 h 
to travel UP the oviduct and the fertilized egg then takes 
another 24 h to pass down the oviduct, acquiring albumen, 
membranes and shell (Gilbert 1971). If the time period is 
similar for kitti'aker, then copulations which fertilize 
eggs will be those on day -3 or later. It is not known 
whether kittiwakes can store sperm and if so for hov long it 
remains viable. Sperm-etorage glands are k n m  to occur in 
four tswonomically distant orders of birds (Hatch 1983) and 
may occur more widely or even universally in birds (Birkhead 
and noller 1992). If kittiwakes cannot store sperm then 
additional copulations would be necessary to fertilize the 
saaond and third eggs. 
Although it haa bean determined that a single pair 
coPula*ion ie suffiaient to fertilize an entire clutch, dale 
birds apparently use multiple copulations with their 
Partners as a paternity guard (Birkhead and noller 1992). 
Males =an reduce the probability of extra-pair paternity by 
increasing the copulation rate with their partner. Studies 
show relmtivsly high levels of oopulation with multiple 
Partners in monogamoue, colonially breeding spades 
isirkhead and noller 1992) such as the kittiwake. when 
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females mate with several males, the paternity of the 
resulting offspring is determined by mating order and the 
interval batween copulations (Birkhaad and Holler 1992). 
Where the risks of extra-pair ~0pUlati~n are high, males 
will oepulate frequently with their partners to displace or 
dilute the sperm of possible competitors. 
Copulations early in the season ware as likely to ha 
euooeseful (achieve cloacal contact) ae those occurring 
later in the season and there was no apparent seasonal 
variation in the number of cloaca1 contaettrlmount, whi~h was 
often quite high. This conclusion is weakened though by the 
random error in the recording of cloacal contsctelmmnt. 
sturkie (1965) pointed out that in the chickan the volume of 
eperm can he very low after 3-4 successive ejaculations. 
Fertilization is likely not the only function of copulation 
in kittiwakes. Brown (1967) hypothesized that one of the 
functions of copulation in Lesser Black-baoked Gulls was to 
etimvlate the final growth phase of the ovary. Thia may ale0 
explain why rates of copulation peakad relatively early. It 
may ba that frequent copulation may act to maintain a 
relatively high ooncentration of fresh sperm in the female's 
reproductive tract. thus reduein. the chances of sperm iron 
another male having the opportunity to fertilize an ovum 
(Birkhead 1979). Frequent cop~lati~n may also 8 8 N B  to 
advertise to naighbouring males and to the male's .ace, ttls 
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quality of the male and his ability to defend h i s  f e r t i l e  
female. 
Table 4-1 
ma number of neste and number of hours of observation 
in relation to the date of egg laying. Data are pooled 
over 2-dav intervals. Nest-hours - lnumber of nests1 x 
(hours vaiched) . 
Table 4-2 
Food boluses (pair' Ir') oorralsted with food so l ic i tat ion,  
copulation and measures of reproductive succaea i n  Blask- 
legged Kittiwakes a t  Cape st. Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. 
' I; - Spearman rank correlation 
r - Pearson correlation 
Tabla 4-3 
The effect of Prior feeding on the likelihood of copulation 
success during the I1 days preceding egg-laying in Black- 
legged Kittiwakes at Cape st. Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. 
, . , . , . , I , . I . , . ,  
Total = 190.5 h 
Time of doy 
Figure 4-1 - Number of h of observation in 
relolion lo time of day, Cope 51. Mov'n, 
Newfoundland, 1990. 
Figure 4-2 - Seasonal chonges In adult returns to 
the nest (rnean/poir/h) in Black-legged Kittiwakes 
at Cope St. Mary's. Newfaundlond, 1990. 
0.5 , , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , , 
o tolai copulatians/h 
+ food rolicitotion bouts/h 
b feeding bouts/h 
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0.1 
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Doy relative to egg laying (day 0) 
Figure 4-3 - Seoronol chonges in bouts of sourfrhip 
feeding, food solicifotion and copulations (meon/ 
pair/h) in Black-leggad Kilfiwakeo d Cape St. 
Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. 
0.9 
0.5 
0.4 
e 
f g 0.3 
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Figure 4-4 - Seasonal changes In the proporiion 
of bouts of food rolisitmtion followed by covrlrhip 
feeding In Black-legged Kittiwaken at Cape St. 
Mary's, Newfoundland, 1990. Sample sizes of 
courtthi~ feeds indicated. 
-14- -10- -6- -2- 0 1- 5- 9- 
1 3 9 5 1  2 6 1 0  
Doy relalive lo egg laying (day 0) 
Figure 4-5 - Searonol chenger in courtship feeding 
bouts (mean/poir/h) In Black-legged Kifliw~kes 
ot Cope Si. Mary's. Newfoundlond. 1990. 
Doy relative to egg laying (day 0) 
Figure 4-6 - Seasonal ohongen in the meon 
number of bolures/feading bout In Block- 
legged Klttiwaksr at Cape St. Mary's, Nswfoundlond. 
1990. Sample sires of total feeds Indicated. 
, 
Figure 4-7 - Seasonal changer In courtship faeds 
(mson bolusas/palr/h) in Black-legged Kllliwakes 
01 Cope St. Mory'r. Newfoundland. 1990. 
Sample rlras of tdo l  boluses indicated. 
0.24 - A attempts to copulote 
+ total copulotionr . 
P 
o successful copuldionr 
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a l 
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Figure 4-8 - Seasonal chonger In ruscarrful copulations 
(sioasal sontost), oltempts to sopulote (mount, no cloasol 
contact). and total copulations (ouccerser + attempts) 
(meon/polr/h) in fllook-legged Kittiwakes at Caps 
St. Mary's, Newloundiond, 1990. 
Total copulations (sussosnas + attempts) 
, , , , , , , , , , , , I  
4 1 1  2 8 5 0  6 6 6 0 3 1 1 7  J 3 2 
Figure 4-9 - Seasonal changer in the proportion o i  
ail copulotionr Involving cloacal contact In Block- 
legged Kittiwakes ot Cope St. Mory'r. Nawfoundlond. 
1990. 
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figure 4-10 - Seosonal changes in cloacoi contacts 
/mount (mean number) in  Black-legged Kitfiwokes 
ot Cope St. Mary's. Newfoundland. 1990. Sample 
sires of rucsersful ~opulotionr indicated. 
Number of feeds of each sirs 
54 38 34 30 :9 27 15 IS 2 
Boluses/fseding boul 
Figure 4-1 1 - The influence of multiple boluses 
on the success of subsequenl copuiafionr In 
Black-legged Kltliwakes at Cape St. Mary's. 
Newfoundland. 1990. 
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Chapter 5 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
me central aim of this study was an examination of the 
adjustments in parental investment made by Blaok-legged 
Kittiwakes in responee to flustuating environmental 
conditions. Capelin is an important food of breeding 
sellbirds in Witless Bay and clear evidence of delayed 
epawning and decreased biomass of capelin in 1991 was 
obtained by other re~earchers. The availability of f w d  was 
predicted to be the key factor affecting various aspecte of 
breeding biology, and apparent food shortages in 1991 were 
the hypothesi~ed aause of the breeding failure experienced 
by kittiwakes in that year. 
Kittiwakes exhibit the central features of a K-selected 
species (Pianka 19701, adult survival is generally high and 
annual reproductive output is low (Weoller and Coulson 
1977). High juvenile mortality tends to favour adult bizdm 
conserving resources for thmsalvee rather than their 
offspring and thus surviving longer, and investing in only a 
few well-provided-for young whose ohances of survival are 
mnamently enhanced. That kittiwakes are adapted to 
maximize adult survival rataa means that individual birds in 
a  articular year will reduce thejr investment in 
reproduotion or abandon breeding altogether if the risks to 
isa 
t h e i r  survivorship are  too great.  
Prom t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h i s  study it is c lear  t h a t  
kittiwakes make adjustments i n  t h e i r  behaviour i n  t h e  
d i rec t ion  of increased adult survivorship t o  compensate for  
apparent foM ahortagas during t h e  breeding season. Timing 
o t  breeding was la ter ,  there  was a greater amount of non- 
breeding, clutch s i z e s  were smaller, egg volumes were 
reduced, and chick survivorship and growth r a t e s  were lover 
i n  1991. the year with the  most severe apparent food 
shortages. 
Perrins :1970) wntends t h a t  although there  is 
se lec t ion  f o r  birds t o  lay  a8 ear ly  i n  the  season as 
possible, they may not be ahle t o  do so u n t i l  there  i s  
enough f w d  available. or u n t i l  they have accumulated 
s u t f i c i e n t  body reserves t o  withstand t h e  nut r i t ional  
demands of egg production. Insuff io ient  body reserves may 
a l s o  be implicated i n  t h e  reduced clutsh s i a e  and egg volume 
demonstrated b;, kittiwakes i n  1991. L i t t l e  is known of t h e  
winter d i e t  of Blaek-legged Xittiwakes breeding in  
Newfoundland, S0 they may have nufeerod f o d  mhortoiqos the  
previous winter a s  well. The ultimate adjustment i n  favour 
of increased adul t  survivorship and reduoed investment i n  
rapreduction is t o  abandon breeding altogether, a s  oacurred 
i n  1991 t o  a greater extent than previous years. 
Courtship feeding can be an important a c t i v i t y  i n  the  
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pra-laying period ror improving females' physical condition. 
In a comparison of two colonies, Nishet (1977) found the 
mean laying date to be earlier in the colony which had the 
greater rate of courtship feeding, and comtship feeding 
rats was positively correlated with clutch size and egg 
volume (Nisbet 1973). The nutritional importanoe of 
courtship feediw was supported in the Durrent study through 
the phenoloyy of this event in reletion to egg laying and 
the substantial amount of food female kittiwakes received at 
the peak of courtship feeding. However, there was no 
significant relationship between courtship feeding rate and 
timing of breeding, clutch size, or hatching and fledging 
~UEC~SS. Productivity was very high at Cape St. nary's in 
1990 and although there was inter-pair variability in 
feeding rates, food supplies m y  have been more than the 
necessary minimum for all pairs. As stress can heighten the 
differences b e h e n  high and low quality pairs and amplify 
the relationship between behaviovral differences and 
reproductive success, it would have been instructive to have 
repeated the fourtship feeding study at Gull Island in 1991. 
An exanination of inCer-observer reliability was m d e  
in the context of the courtship feeding study and the 
results of these analyses were omsidered when interpreting 
ths courtship reading results. IVo of the seven variables, 
adults returns to tho nest and copulations, were scored 
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r ~ l i a b l y .  Chrracteristics which distinguished these  two 
variables f r o n t h o s e  not scored ra l iably  wvere e i t h e r  the i r  
rrequency of ocourrenca (when s behviour occurs 
infrequently, a few disagreements cons t i tu te  a la rger  
proportion of t h e  whole) or t h e i r  conspicuousness. The 
remaining variablee were affected by e i ther  systematic er ror  
o r  random error which incluenced conclusions d i e f e r r b l y  
depending on the questions asked. The d i r r i ~ u l t i e s  
discovered here i n  obtaining adequate observer agreement 
reinforce the  importance of adequate observer t ra in ing and 
t h e  necessity f o r  t r i a l  s tudias  t o  c l a r i f y  choice of 
var iables  and sample a i m s  needed. 
The aspects of seabird breeding biology most eensitive 
t o  environmental changes leg. reduced food supplies) are 
probably d i e t  and adult a c t i v i t y  budgets, a s  assessed here 
i n  courtship feeding and chick feeding r a t e s  and adul t  
attendance patterns during incubtltion and shisk rearing. 
SOmE ambiguities and inadequacies i n  these r e s u l t s  indicate 
areas  f o r  future research. Studies of kittiwake d i e t  should 
include estimations of bolus mass, the a b i l i t y  of kittiwakes 
t o  exploi t  d i f ferent  f w d  types as necessitated by 
environmental oonditiona, f i s h  surveys within t h e  foreging 
range of t h e  colony t o  d i reot ly  a-delis food avai labi l i ty ,  
and assessment o f t h e  n u t r i t i v e  value of d i f f e r e n t  fosd 
types. More in-depth s t u d i e s  of adul t  a c t i v i t y  budgets m y  
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be able to tease out the relative impertanse of predation 
pressure and hunger in datemining adult attendsnoe 
patterns. Closely related to this ts the issue of what 
~~nbtitutes 'normal' variability in breeding parameters both 
between seasons at the same colonies, and between coldi&s 
in different areas. More information is also needed on hov 
closely related spesies (e.9. Herring and Black-backed 
gulls) oope with the same environmental oonditions. 
For a X-selected epecies such as the kittiwake, e few 
years of breeding failure vill have a small effect on 
population size over the long term because the annual 
survival rates of adult birds are high (Bat, Coulaon and 
Wooller 1976) and chicks fledged in a particular year will 
aontinue to recr~it Ern the following 3-8 years (Wooller and 
Coulaon 1977). With complete breeding failure, the nvmhers 
would then decrease by 18% annually, equivalent to the adult 
mortality rate (Coulsen and Wooller 1976). However, 
suatainsd decline in breeding suocass vill affest the 
population. It is not olear how long kittiwakes on Cull 
Island have been suffering reduced breeding success, but for 
all variables compared, productivity in 1990 and 1991 had 
decreased from values obtained by Maunder and Thhrelfall 
(1972) in 1969 and 1970. This desreaae was already evident 
in 1988 in reduced fledging success and clutch sire (J.M. 
Porter pers. comm.). An examination of recruitment to 
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wit less  Bay kittiwake colonies may be another fruitful area 
for  future research. 
The wealth of variability exhibited by Black-legged 
Kittiwakes in  t h i s  study show them t o  be ideal subjects for 
examining the adaptive significance of Mhaviour. Colonial 
seabirds, with their numbers and relative eaee of accese, 
provide particularly valuable opportunities for further 
test ing of theories related to reproductive biology. 
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Appendix A 
COMMON AND SCEIENTTFIC NAMES OP 
SPECIES MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 
Mach*s Storm-Petrel 
Brown Pelican 
Northern Gannet 
LBSSBI snow Goose 
Herring Gull 
Lesser Black-backed 
cull 
Great Black-backed 
Gull 
Blaok-legged Kittiwake 
Red-legged Kittiwake 
Red-billed Gull 
Common Tern 
Roseate Tern 
Razorbill 
common mrre 
Thiek-billed mrre 
Atlantic Puffin 
domestic ohicke- 
common Raven 
uouse m a n  
chipping sparrow 
oceanodroma leucorhos (Vieillot) 
Polecanus occidentelis 
c.lifornims L. 
sula bassanus (L.) 
Chen caerulcscens (L.) 
Lams argentatus Pontoppidan 
LllNb fUSCUS L. 
Risse tridaetyla (I.) 
Rissa brevirostrfs (Bruchl 
Lams novaehollandiae scopulinus 
Stephens 
Sterna h i ~ n d o  L.
Sterna dougallii nontagu 
Alc* torda L. 
Uria aalge (Pontoppidan) 
uris 10mvia (L.) 
Fratercula arctic.. (L.) 
Gallus gallus var. domesticus (L.) 
corms corax L. 
~mglodytes aedon Vieillot 
spisella passerin. (Bsch~tein) 
rxsa 
Ytlsntis herring 
Northern anchovy 
capelin 
Atlantis cod 
Atlantic mackerel 
P L l m B  
blaOk BPL'UEB 
balsam fir 
IRIMLS 
dom.stic Eat 
Clupea harengus L. 
Bngraulis mrda Girard 
nallotus v i l l o s u s  (rmller) 
osdus morhus L. 
SOOaer IIEO&?CZS L. 
Piaea mariana Engelm. 
Abise bazsanie (L.) Mill. 
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Appendix C 
BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKE 
COURTSHIP DISPLAYS 
As Paludan (1955) is not widely available, his 
descriptions of Black-lagged Kittiwake EoUrtship displays 
are quoted here in a condensed form. 
1. (g~eeting ceremony) 
Fiqure C-1 
whmn a Kittiwake returns to the nest the mates 
greet each other in a characteristical way whish might 
be called the greeting ceremony.... when the greeting 
Ceremony is fully developed both parents join in it 
with the eama eagerness. They remain standing in the 
nest, normally Paoing eeah other diraotly but the angle 
may vary considerably, the longitudinal axes of the 
bodies may even be parallel, with heads pointing in the 
same direotion. The transition between head and the 
somewhat curved neck is angular. The beak is widely 
open, the tongue projecting like a bent bow from the 
bottom part of the mouth cavity. ... 
Showing signs of great excitement the nates carry 
out a series of quick nodding movements during which 
the Desks may be crossing, now the neck of one mate 
being above and now that of the other. simultaneously 
the kittiwake sound is uttered.... The call is often 
given by the returning as well as by the sitting mats 
before landing takes place. 
The ceremony is subject to considerable 
modification when brooding has oommenced. Normally the 
returning mate will still emit the kittiwake sound, but 
far from always it is returned by the brooding bird 
which may even ignore it and continue brooding witheut 
interruption. According to the different stages of the 
nests appreciable differences in the ceremony are 
noticed ranging from the  hysterical'^ kittiwaking and 
neck-twisting Seen in the busily nest-building pair to 
the less intense greeting displayed in nests where 
incubation has commenced. 
Although the kittiwaking ceremony is of prime 
importance as s greeting ceremony on a partner's return 
to the nest I have seen it displayed by birds which 
have for some time been together on the nest. The 
reason for this phenomenon could not be analyzed in 
detail, however. the Kittiwake call uttered by the 
neighbovring pairs can aat as a releaear. On one 
occasion a mala was heard to utter a couple of 
"kittiwakes", jumping on to the back of the female or 
to alight quiokly again as the femalm showed no 
response to this nor to his "kittiwaking". In a came 
lika this we may be dealing with s displaoement 
activity released by the ~onflict between his desire 
fm coition and the total lack ef response in the 
female. (pp. 3-11 
Head-bobbin.. (head-tossing) 
Figure C-2 
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Pigurea C-3 and C-4 
ml l w i n g  the return of one or the  other mate and 
the ensuing kittiwake ceremony the female often starte 
begging, that is if the pair is in the pre-egg stage. 
me food-begging may have been preceded or 
intermittently interrupted by head-bobbing, however, 
this is far from always the case. 
The female adopts a submissive posture, 
~onspicuously directing her ohief interest towards the 
heak of the male, pecking at or biting round it. She 
may also rub her beak against the male,e breast and 
throat. In most oases it calla forth the desired 
reaction: a swelling of his throat indicates the upward 
passage of s food-pellet. when it has arrived in the 
pharynx he opens the beak, and eagerly the female eats 
of the pellet which does not normally proceed m y  
further. Once I have seen a little of the pellet 
spilling Over into the nest but at once it was picked 
up Carefully.. .. 
The prooess of regurgitation in the male Kittiwake 
is eomewhat different from that of the Herring Gull and 
the Lesser Blaskback. In the Kittiwaka the prelude as 
well as the food-offering takes place on the nest while 
' in the other two spaeies it takas place in the 
territory outeids the nest. While uttering a wailing 
meh the male Blackbask withdraws s little and in an 
apparent state of nausea he bends his neck. the beak 
pointing towards the ground, and regurgitates 
whereafter the female eats the food either off the heak 
Of the male or from the ground. In the male Kittiwake 
no nausea-like state is noticed and no sound is 
produced. Quiecly he remains standing keepinq body and 
neck in almost normal position, only when the food 
pellet arrives in the pharynx the opened beak is 
lowered somewhat against the breast. (pp. 1 - 8 )  
%%2 
me pro-coition display is subjoot to numerous 
modifications. In some Eases the coition is preceded by 
several of the ceremonietl already mentioned in other. 
it takas place almost without any prelude. h e  
ceremonies normally performed are left out the sexual 
urge riers in the male, he takes a glance kt the mate's 
back and suddenly mounts. In such cases an unsuccessful 
copulation will be the normal result because the 
f-le'e drive is too weak. Nowever, quite normal 
aopulations were seen to taka plscs in this way. 
Under normal cirsumstancee the copulation is more 
c~npli~ated. The characteristical sequence 0 5  events 
may ha as follows. The male or female returns to tha 
nest where it is greeted by the mate's kittiwaking 
accompanied by some choking. Now the female comenaea 
head-hohbing and the male joins in it. The fema1e.s 
head-bobbing gradually changes into food-begging; It 
pecks at end bites round the maleJs beak submissively 
pressing closely UP to his breast. These stimuli ahow a 
distinct effect in the male who regurgitates food for 
the female. Now some head-bobbing may follow before the 
male jumps on to the female's back. At first he steps a 
little to and fro "?ti1 he gains his balance and 
settles down in the right position with the fest on the 
female's shoulders. Then follow the coitions during 
which his tail is pressed downwards, now to the right 
and now to the left of the female's tail whish is 
somewhat raised, while he waves the wings to maintain 
the balance....The female rests in the nest spreading 
her wings a little while supporting them against the 
rim of the nest. sometimes she turns her head nibbling 
at the plumage of the male's throat or at hie beak. 
During this display they mutually show their beaks and 
the oontrasting colours of ths epithelial lining of the 
mouth cavity which may act as a further stimulus in 
this situation. Normally 5-7 coitians are carried out, 
but DnEe at least 12 were counted. When they have bean 
completed the male remains for a moment on the female's 
back, shakes his plumage and flies sway or alights. 
During the copulation the female almost invariably 
rests en the nest. Only two exceptions were observed. 
Once she rested on the rim of the neat and in another 
case on a boulder close to the nest. In either case the 
pair had apparent diffioulties in finding their 
balance. (pp. 10-11) 
PIW. C-1 ~raeting ccnmony in the  
alack-legged K i t t i w a k e .  
(Ramp 1983) 
M p r a  c-2 s..a-to-~bg i n  th. 
BlaeX-lmggsd Kittiwake. 
(adaptad from Paludan loss) 
? i ~  c-3 .wd wing in the 
Black- lwad Kittiwmkm. 
(adaptad from Pa1ud.n xvss] 







